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CHAPTER I 
 GENERAL INTRODUCTION  
 
The focus of this thesis is on identification and mechanistic modeling of process kinematics and 
material removal mechanisms in fine grinding and chemical mechanical polishing process. In the 
polishing process, the main focus was on developing a mechanistic understanding of the process 
kinematics and the material removal mechanisms for a newly developed pair polishing process. In the 
fine grinding process, the main focus was on developing a mechanistic understanding and predictive 
modeling framework for electroplated cubic born nitride grinding wheel utilized for machining of super 
alloys. While the thesis addresses many unique industrial processes, however the thesis focuses on the 
development of mechanistic understanding of these processes. Some of the mechanics’ models are 
approximate and simplified to arrive at a semi-analytical form that could be used in the process design. 
A third theme of this thesis is the application of fracture mechanics into the field of forensic for 
comparison of fractured fragments. Since this topic is tangent to the main focus of the thesis, it is added 
to the appendix. In the next few sections, a review of the technological advances in both chemical 
mechanical polishing and CBN grinding wheel are given.         
 
1.1 Introduction: Chemical mechanical polishing 
 
 Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) is widely used in semiconductor wafer fabrication. A 
CMP machine usually involves a rotating or orbital sate platen where polishing pad is mounted, a face 
down wafer on the wafer holder, and chemically active slurry. Material is removed from the wafer 
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surface by the synergistic role of the mechanical and chemical effects. Two common mechanisms are 
targeted, either mechanically ploughing the material and chemically removing the debris, or by 
chemically softening the wafer surface and mechanically removing the soften layer. The surface 
finishing quality is crucial in ensuring a good isolation between different metallization layers, as well as 
enhancing the lithography process [1-5]. Some of the issues that deteriorate the performance of the CMP 
include pad glazing and uneven wear, resulting in a high surface waviness of the polished surface. After 
a polishing pad has been used for a while it becomes glazed by the polishing particles and the surface 
debris. A glazed pad will induce workpiece surface non-uniformity and high waviness from the 
differential material removal across the wafer surface.  
Many CMP Platforms have been developed with different attributes. Nagahara et al. [4-5] 
developed an across wafer back pressure differentials method to improve the surface finishing based on 
Preston theory. Fig. 1.1. shows the sketch of the CMP apparatus using different across wafer back 
pressure, the wafer back pressure is controlled through vacuum openings 120, by using multiple vacuum 
inlets to apply both positive pressure and negative pressure (suction) substantially simultaneously across 
the wafer. By applying different pressure across the wafer, the waviness and planarity can be controlled 
even with pad glazing. 
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Figure 1.1: Sketch of a CMP apparatus using different across wafer back pressure, 112-wafer, 
124-polishing pad, 125-platen, 106-wafer carrier, 108-wafer carrier film, 110-retaining ring, 116-
vacuum inlet, 120-vacuum openings [4]. 
 
Kim [13] developed a CMP platform with multiple polishing pad segments shown in Fig. 1.2, 
center zone CZ is circularly shaped, middle zone MZ and the edge zone EZ are ring shaped. The height 
of each segment is separately adjustable depending on the polishing zones. This set-up can be utilized to 
control a non-uniform pressure distribution across the platen by controlling each of the polishing pad 
height and speed. 
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Figure 1.2: Sketch of a CMP apparatus using multiple polishing pad (EZ, MZ, CZ), with a wafer 
(W) [13]. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.3: Sketch of a CMP apparatus using several pressure zones for optical lenses, 7-
polishing pad, 7.1-membrane, 2-reinforcing member, 16.1/16.6-one of pressure pad [14]. 
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Schneider et al. [14] developed a CMP tool with several pressure zones as shown in Fig. 1.3. The 
different pressure of pressure pad 16.1/16.6 will act on the circular/oval/bone-shaped pressure 
membrane 7.1. The desired bulge of the polishing pad 7 will generate the appropriate pressure to induce 
a desired geometric surface. At least three pressure pads are used to enable the complete lens surface. 
Different pressure levels of the different pressure pads can be controlled. 
In order to understand and improve the CMP process performance for a wide class of materials 
and devices, many research investigations have focused on the understanding and modeling of material 
remove mechanisms based on the role of consumable, (e.g. polishing pads, slurries, wafer carrier, etc.), 
as well as the different CMP platforms [6-11]. Preston-type phenomenological material removal models 
have been widely accepted in CMP [12]. The framework describes the material removal rate as a 
function of the contact pressure between pad and wafer, and the relative velocity. 
One of such framework  Luo and Dornfeld [6] developed embraces an elasto-plastic contact 
between the wafer-abrasive and pad-abrasive interfaces. Statistical descriptors for the abrasive particle 
distribution and the polishing pad surface asperity distribution were utilized. The coupling between  
mechanical and chemical effect has been addressed through a dynamic wafer hadness Hw. The fluid 
effect in a slurry determines the active abrasive density. They found that the material remove rate is 
dependant on the abrasive size probability density distribution  and the polishing wheel elastic 
deformation. Zhao et al. [15] developed a similar material remove model based on wafer wear caused by 
the abrasives, instead of plasticity based material flaw and shear segmentation. The chemical 
contribution in the CMP process is considered through a material density ratio of chemical soften film to 
the bulk wafe  material. Ouma [16] et al. developed a model of post-CMP oxide thickness across 
patterned chips. They propose a definition of planarization length as an elliptic weighting function based 
on the long range pad deformation and  pressure distribution during CMP. A fast Fourier transformation 
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has been used to compute the effective density based on deposition-biased underlying local layout 
densities. Liu et al. [17] developed a chemical based CMP process at low down pressure. Copper 
chemical oxidation and dissolution was found to be dominant. Using such insight, the slurry chemistry 
was optimized for high surface remove rate and the improvement of within-wafer non-uniformity. Jeng 
and Tsai [18] developed a slurry fluied flow model to predict the fluid film thickness bewteen the pad 
and the wafer for different wafer curvatures and a range of different process parameters. 
Chen et al. [19] considered abrasive particle deformation in the CMP process which is usually 
assumed as rigid. A 2D circular to elliptical shape transition of the abrasive has been investigated with 
the assumption of pad asperity-wafer dry contact. Shima et al. developed an in-situ (in-liquid) 
techniques to monitor the CMP process and the post-CMP cleaning preocess by using a Kelvin probe 
sample stage for measuring the surface potential in a wet atmosphere [20]. Liu et al. [21] analyzed the 
CMP ceria partile indentation depth into the fused silica surface in the scale of 0.5 A
o
and a molecular 
scale removal mechanism has been investigated, however, the authors did not consider any abrasive 
particle agglomeration, which is crucial for the CMP process performance. Lin et al. [22] assumed the 
effective contact area between polishing pad and wafer to be a Gaussian distribution. Binary images are 
used to calculate polishing dwell time and particle contact force. A specific down energy method has 
been used to calculate the abrasive remove depth without consider chemical reaction. 
Motivated by various aspect of the CMP process parameters and improve the evolution of 
process defects, a  new CMP protoype, the pair polishing process (PPP)  has been developed in order to 
improve the surface waviness during polishing, while averting the pad glazing induced non-uniform 
presure distribution across the wafer. A detailed mechanistic model embracing the process parameters 
has been developed in this thesis to better understand the prototype performance and material remove 
mechanism. 
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1.2 Introduction: Cubic boron nitride (CBN) grinding wheel wear 
 
CBN grinding as a superabrasive grinding has been used for decades for precision finishing of 
steels and hard-to-machine alloys. For example, Nickel alloy components, a common jet engines 
material can cause rapid grinding wheel wear and failure. Nickel alloy is valued not only because of its 
high strength in resisting the effects of long exposure to extremely high temperatures, but also high 
melting temperature threshold, high corrosion resistance, resistance to thermal fatigue, thermal shock 
and creep [23, 24]. As a result of this high strength, nickel-based alloys are difficult to grind and will 
cause relatively rapid tool wear, with 1/20th the grindability of steels [25, 26]. 
In general, electroplated CBN wheels are an industrially attractive and long-term stable option 
for hard-to-machine metallic alloys, due to their low cost, high productivity, high reliability, reduced 
thermal damage and superior workpiece surface finish with compressive residual stresses. Electroplated 
CBN wheels also provide industries with an improved tool over conventional grinding wheels, 
specifically in terms of grinding performance, and without the need to retrofit existing machines [23-28]. 
Furthermore, compared with current galvanically bonded CBN wheels, in which two-thirds or more of 
the grit height has been covered by a metal matrix, single layer electroplated CBN grinding wheels 
formed with higher bond strength, larger grit protrusion and more uniform grit distribution ensure larger 
depth of cut [29]. However, worn CBN grinding wheels cannot be dressed, and must be replaced. The 
high cost of replacing wheels also remains a hindrance [30]. For high-efficient deep grinding (HEDG) 
with a high material removal rate, the thermal loads are critical in limiting the wheel life [28]. As a 
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result, the CBN wheel reaches its end of life when the grits wear to an empirically predetermined level 
associated with the increase of the grinding power [31].  
Hwang et al. [32, 33] investigated high speed grinding of silicon nitride using electroplated 
single layer diamond wheels, they found the higher wheel speed renders faster wheel wear rate and as a 
result worse surface finish. They observed continued grit dulling and a progressive increase of grinding 
forces and specific energy at the wheel end of life. An abrasive sliding length has been established to 
assess the wheel radial wear. In their second paper, they characterized wheel topology in terms of active 
cutting grit and wear flat area. The grinding force and power were found to be proportional to the wear 
flat area.  
Shi et al. [34] investigated the wear of single-layer electroplated CBN grinding wheels by 
conducting internal cylindrical and surface grinding of different process parameters. They found that the 
radial wheel wear was characterized by an initial transient at a progressively decreasing rate, followed 
by a steady-state wear. The initial state is mainly dominated by grit pullout. The steady state is 
dominated by grit attritious wear and fracture, leading to the increase in the grinding power with the 
progression of the wheel wear.  
Grit-bonding through brazing has also draw some attention, Zhu et al. [35] investigated the 
residual stress due to thermal mismatch during the brazing process from FEA. A large tensile stress 
within the bond layer has the trend to cause grit fracture. Different embedding depth effect on residual 
stresses has been examined by Raman spectroscopy. Ding et al. [36] developed an FEA model to 
investigated the stress and fracture wear of the brazing grains, the peak brazing stress decreases with the 
increase of grain embedding depth, grain size and unreformed chip thickness. The fracture behavior of 
the CBN grits with different embedding depth was studied by Ding et al. [37]. Grit pullout has been 
observed during grinding nickel superalloy. The maximum bending strength of the bonding layer for 
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ideal grit geometry has been modeled. Utilizing FEM, the stress distribution within the grit and bond has 
been also investigated [38]. They found that the brazing-induced tensile stress is crucial for grit fracture. 
Different attritious wear amount/grinding stages and embedding depth/ bond wear have been addressed. 
However, brazing bond does not have the precision that electroplated bond exhibits, and thereby is not 
commonly used in machining of jet engine components.  
Li, et al [39, 40] developed a single CBN grit turning tool to measure the failure mode and 
maximum bonding force of the electroplated layer. The depth of cut can be continuously increased. 
Different layer thickness has been investigated. they suggested to use sharp grain and cutting point 
allocated towards the cutting direction to reduce the grit pullout incidence. In this framework, FEM was 
used to analyze the bonding force for grit pullout. A correlation of the bonding force with bonding 
thickness and grit orientation has been established. Klocke et al. [41] considered the shape of cutting 
edges into an energy partition model, while accounting for the elasto-plastic material behavior. 
From the presented summary, the details of the grit wear process have not been sufficiently 
addressed either experimentally or with predictive modeling capabilities [42]. In this thesis  a framework 
is provided for the assessment of the life cycle of electroplated CBN grinding wheels. Detailed 
topological evolution of the wheel is provided [43]. A single grit pullout experimental apparatus has 
been developed to examine the residual strength of the grit-wheel interface and the associated state of 
damage percolation. The experimental findings are used to develop a phenomenological model for the 
progressive wheel wear, including a Stage-I grit pullout through a Paris-law like fatigue approach, and a 
Stage-II grit wear through a Preston type wear approach [44, 45]. The model employs the grinding 
process kinematics and the thermo-mechanical loading due to the repetitive thermal shock at the grit-
wheel interface. The model is utilized to project the life expectancy of electroplated CBN grinding 
wheel under high speed grinding, as well as for high efficiency deep grinding (HEDG).  
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1.3 Thesis Organization 
 
Chapter II describes a variant of chemical mechanical polishing process which facilitates defect 
mitigation via minimization of maximum force as well as effective planarization via profile driven 
determination of force gradient.  The present embodiment of PPP machine employs two polishing 
wheels, radially spanning the wafer surface on a counter-gimbaled base. The PPP machine is deployed 
to experimentally investigate the role of the process parameters on the surface roughness evolution, and 
the effective material removal rate. Two sets of copper and aluminum blanket layers were polished 
under a range of applied down force, polishing wheel speed and transverse feed rate to examine the 
scalability of the process parameters for different material constants. The experimental measurements 
along with the topological details of the polishing pad have been utilized to develop a mechanistic model 
of the process. The model employs the soft wheel-workpiece macroscopic contact, the polishing wheel 
roughness and its amplification to the local contact pressure, the kinematics of abrasive grits at the local 
scale, and the collective contribution of these individual micro-events to induce an effective material 
removal rate at the macroscale. The model shows the dependence of the material removal on the ratio of 
wheel rotational to feed speed for the PPP process, in a form of an asymptote that is scaled by the 
surface hardness of each material. The PPP machine exploits this insight and utilizes an oblique grinding 
technique that obviates the traditional trade-off between MRR and planarization efficiency. The 
developed prototype effectively improves the CMP performance while polishing wheel gets worn and 
glazed. 
Chapter III summarizes a combined experimental framework for life cycle prediction of an 
electroplated Cubic Boron Nitride (CBN) grinding wheel, typically utilized in nickel-based superalloy 
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grinding. The framework facilitates the formulation of a micro-mechanics based modeling framework. 
The presented work investigates the topological evolution of the grinding wheel surface and 
mechanisms of grit failure via depth profiling, digital microscopy and scanning electron microscopy. 
The results are used to elucidate the statistical evolution of the grinding wheel surface. Different modes 
of grit failure, including grit attritious wear, fracture and pull out haven been identified. The analysis of 
the surface topological evolutionary features indicates a unique grit activation process, leading to a non-
uniform spatial distribution of the grit wear.  Additionally, single grit pull out experiment has been 
conducted to assess the residual strength of the grit-wheel interface and the associated state of damage 
percolation. The experimental results can be utilized in developing a life expectancy model for the CBN 
grinding wheel to assess the grit mean time to failure as well as grit surface topological evolution as a 
function of the process parameters.  
Chapter IV summarizes a combined experimental-modeling framework for CBN grinding wheel 
life expectancy utilized in both cylindrical and surface grinding. The presented fatigue type model is 
based on grit pullout mechanism and the associated state of damage percolation. The unique grit-
workpiece interaction process leads to a non-uniform spatial distribution of the grit wear.  The life 
expectancy model can be described as a function of the process parameters, grinding wheel geometry 
and topology, workpiece material properties, etc. The developed modeling framework will greatly 
enhance the understanding of electroplated CBN grinding wheel wear mechanism. 
Chapter V summarizes wear and life expectancy of electroplated CBN grinding wheels 
characterized based on topological evolution observed during grinding of nickel-based alloys.  A unique 
grit-workpiece interaction process, leading to a non-uniform spatial distribution of the grit wear has been 
identified. Largest grits have been observed to pull-out rapidly, leading to load redistribution in the 
neighborhood that commences the attritious and fracture wear phase. The total wheel life is then 
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constructed as the sum of pull-out life (phase I) and attritious and fracture wear life (phase II).  Model 
predictions for the total wheel life compare well to experimental observations. This facilitates 
comparisons of different types of grinding configurations and design space exploration. As an example, 
high efficiency deep grinding (HEDG) is compared to traditional high speed grinding, and it is observed 
that HEDG configuration can deliver much higher material removal for the same amount of wheel wear. 
The section of the Appendix summarizes the scope and details of utilization of several fracture 
mechanics concepts to analyze the similarity between pair of fractured surfaces. The experimental and 
mathematical details are elaborated.  A figure of merit (FOM) derived from the topological 
representations of the surfaces is given to highlight the degree of similarities between the pair of fracture 
surfaces.   
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ABSTRACT 
 
Paired polishing process (PPP) is a variant of the chemical mechanical polishing process which 
facilitates defect mitigation via minimization of maximum force as well as effective planarization via 
profile driven determination of force gradient.  The present embodiment of PPP machine employs two 
polishing wheels, radially spanning the wafer surface on a counter-gimbaled base. The PPP machine is 
deployed to experimentally investigate the role of the process parameters on the surface roughness 
evolution, and the effective material removal rate. Two sets of copper and aluminum blanket layers were 
polished under a range of applied down force, polishing wheel speed and transverse feed rate to examine 
the scalability of the process parameters for different material constants. The experimental 
measurements along with the topological details of the polishing pad have been utilized to develop a 
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mechanistic model of the process. The model employs the soft wheel-workpiece macroscopic contact, 
the polishing wheel roughness and its amplification to the local contact pressure, the kinematics of 
abrasive grits at the local scale, and the collective contribution of these individual micro-events to 
induce an effective material removal rate at the macroscale. The model shows the dependence of the 
material removal on the ratio of wheel rotational to feed speed for the PPP process, in a form of an 
asymptote that is scaled by the surface hardness of each material. The PPP machine exploits this insight 
and utilizes an oblique grinding technique that obviates the traditional trade-off between MRR and 
planarization efficiency. 
 
NOMENCLATURE 
 
0A  
Wafer- wheel Apparent contact area  
A   Wafer- wheel true contact area  
D Polishing wheel diameter 
pd   
Abrasive grit diameter  
wE  
Wafer Young’s modulus  
sE  
Polishing wheel Young’s modulus 
E  Effective contact modulus  
F Wafer- wheel total contact force  
pf   Average force per abrasive grit 
0H   
Wafer material hardness 
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c   
Wafer- wheel contact length 
P  Pad asperity contact pressure  
oP  
Wafer- wheel apparent contact pressure  
0  Wafer material flow stress 
cr  Particle-wafer process zone contact radius 
aspr   Pad asperity average contact radii 
dt   
Dwell time 
fV  Wheel transverse speed 
sV  
Wheel speed 
wV  
Wafer speed 
pVol  
Single grit volume remove rate  
W Wheel width 
asp  Pad morphology dimensionless constant 
   Scaling factor  
c   Ploughed trenches overlapping ratio  
p  Inter-particle spacing 
w   Wafer Poisson’s ratio  
s  Wheel Poisson’s ratio  
asp  Pad asperity density per unit area 
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p  Active particle density per unity area 
p  Abrasive volumetric particle density 
c  Particle-wafer penetration depth  
 
 
 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) process for microelectronic processing has shown 
tremendous increase in volume, as well as the number of CMP steps per wafer, which has been 
necessitated by the global planarity requirements in semiconductor industry. Concurrently, however, 
process complexity in terms of the number of CMP steps and uniqueness of each step has also increased 
by orders of magnitude [1-4]. The CMP process has evolved through multiple generations, dated back to 
1969 [5, 6], employing a large pad and a single wafer carrier that rotated about their respective axes. 
Over the past three decades, CMP machine design has undergone about five generations of re-design [7-
11], each generation emphasizing different aspects ranging from high throughput, ease of fault diagnosis 
and reduction of down time. As an industrial process, CMP is expensive both in terms of capital cost, 
and cost of operation. Recently, with shrinking feature size (currently <15 nm), CMP has also been 
mired by defectivity (e.g., scratch and film delamination) [2-4] at a multiplicity of length-scales ranging 
from within wafer nonuniformity at wafer scale, within die nonuniformity at die scale to defectivity 
concerns at feature or nano-scale. Waviness reduction over a wide range of wavelengths still remain an 
expensive proposition. Reliability of the CMP process remains a primary goal, and currently the CMP 
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industry is attempting to reduce defectivity and enhance reliability from all possible angles. Major 
development effort remains focused on consumable, (e.g. pads, slurries, wafer carrier, etc.), as well as 
CMP platform modification to overcome defectivity [12]. 
A review of the CMP process attributes show two major process needs. These are (i) the removal 
of long wavelength waviness, arising from wafer cutting process, and (ii) the retention of lower 
defectivity and scratches. The proposed PPP is an attempt to provide an economic, yet defect retardant 
process. The process utilizes pairs of fast rotational wheels with a shallow contact with the machined 
surface to reduce scratches and improve planarization. The orthogonality of the wheel rotational motion 
and the transverse velocity motion (or motion of the wheel center) introduces obliqueness that facilitate 
long wavelength waviness reduction. This paper focuses on the role of the process parameters on 
controlling the material removal rate (MRR) and its effectiveness in removal of surface waviness. The 
details of the process are summarized in Section 2.2. The developed experimental protocol and 
consumables are discussed in Section 2.3. A detailed mechanistic model is developed in Section 2.4, 
based on the experimental results of two different materials (i.e. Cu and Al blanket films) to elaborate 
the role of the process parameter and consumables on the process performance. Section 2.5 summarizes 
the experimental measurements and provide comparison with the developed mechanistic model.  
 
2.2       Paired Polishing Platform   
 
The employed PPP platform is illustrated in Fig. 2.1(a), showing the main control elements and 
the process kinematics. Details of platform can be found in [13, 29]. Each polishing wheel is 
independently controlled to span the wafer surface, either in tandem or concentric. However, concentric 
motion is preferred to maintain system stability.  Each wheel’s motor is supported on a load cell, fixed to 
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the transverse mechanism to independently measure the normal contact force at the polishing 
wheel/wafer interface. The two wheel assemblies are supported on a vertical crosshead with possible 
displacement or contact load control. The wafer holder assembly is supported by a gimbal mechanism to 
rebalance the forces between the polishing wheels and avoid scratches. The lower platen, supporting the 
wafer holder and the gimbal mechanism, is supported by a thrust bearing to the frame. The slurry 
dispensing assembly is mounted to the frame and directed at the wheel/wafer interface. The dispensing 
nozzle is mounted to the bracket of the polishing wheel motor.  
The main process parameters, elaborated on Fig. 2.1(b), are the contact force F  between the 
wafer and the polishing wheels, the wheel speed 
sV , the wafer speed wV ,  and the wheel transverse feed 
rate fV . All polishing tests are conducted with open loop control on F and fV .   
 
Figure 2.1: (a) Optical view of the PPP system showing the relative motion of the main 
components (dashed arrows). Vertical crosshead provides down feed. Polishing wheels 
translational stages provides transverse feed and table rotation provides progressive whole 
surface polishing. (b) Illustration of the obliqueness in process kinematics 
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2.3  Experimental Protocol 
 
2.3.1       Materials and Consumables 
 
An experimental parametric study is performed to determine the performance of the PPP. Two 
sets of blanket copper and aluminum surfaces are examined to show the universal applicability of the 
process and the modeling framework.  The surfaces are generated from sheet stock of 3.2 mm, 6061-T4 
aluminum alloy and 99.99% oxygen free copper. The initial surface roughness (RMS: measured by the 
root mean square deviation of surface profile; ISO 4287-1998) is about RMS=300 nm for copper and 
RMS=460 nm for aluminum, within a 1.4 x 1.4 mm2 window. Though, the global planarity of the as-
received surfaces was poor, showing significantly high level of waviness at longer wavelengths (8-20 
mm).  Two sets of wafer diameters of 40 and 150 mm are machined to examine the process parameter 
space with the least amount of materials and polishing time. The large 150 mm wafers are used to assess 
the overall planarization capabilities of the process, while the small 40 mm wafers are used to study the 
role of the process parameters on MRR, and the local roughness evolution. The entire data set for the 
aluminum wafers are presented. The copper data are presented to show the universality of the developed 
model and its scaling with the polished surface hardness.  
 A suspended 1 m agglomerate alumina particle slurry with pH 8.5 and solids content by weight 
of 15% (Ultra-Sol M5PS, Eminess Technologies Inc.) is utilized, after being diluted with deionized 
water at 1:8 ratio. This provide particle volume ratio of 0.5% approximately. Most of the testing were 
conducted with such large particle slurry to arrive at a measurable material removal rate for comparison 
with the model. For near CMP surface finish quality, a subset of experiments were conducted with 0.05 
m colloidal silica slurry (Dow Klebosol 1508-50) with pH 10.9 and 30% solid concentration. After 
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dilution, the particle volume ratio is about 2%. The polishing wheels are impregnated felt (Spartan Felts) 
of diameter D = 127 mm, width W= 12.7 mm thick and 12.7 mm arbor hole. Micro-indentation testing 
of the pad exhibited an effective elastic modulus of 10 MPasE   and Poisson’s ratio 0.5s  . Details of 
the pad surface asperities are shown in Fig. 2.2. The analysis of the wheel surface roughness from the 
SEM images and 3D surface topology image [24, 25], provided measures of the average asperity density 
per unit area, -217 mmasp  , and the average asperity radii, 15 μm.aspr   The asperity density is 
estimated from the number of summits intersection with a cut plane, at a distance of 3 aspr  from the 
highest peak in the image, indicated by the shaded plane on Fig. 2.2(b). The selected cut plane height is 
approximate and is substantiated form the full statistical analysis of the pad surface roughness [16, 26]. 
The mean curvature (average of the two principal curvatures) for each asperity is evaluated within the 
image. The representative aspr of the pad is the average of all asperity radii within the image.  
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Figure 2.2: Topology of the utilized polishing wheel. (a) Optical micrograph of the surface 
topology. (b) Three dimensional optical micrograph of pad asperity, showing the pad density, 
asp  at a critical height of three times the asperity radius (shaded plane).  
 
2.3.2       Experimental Procedure 
The process control parameters are ,  and  s sV V F . The 150 mm wafers are utilized to evaluate the 
overall process planarization performance. All testing on the 40 mm wafers are conducted at a fixed 
wafer support position, and holding the wafer rotation, to reduce the initial number of the process 
parameters. In each experiment, either a large 150 mm wafer or a pair of blank wafers of 40 mm is 
mounted on the wafer platen. The large wafer is scanned outward by the pair of wheels in a single path.  
For the 40 mm wafers, a polished trench is generated in each wafer, spanning the entire wafer and 
having a width equal to the wheel- wafer contact length, as depicted in Fig. 2.5. All tests were conducted 
with the 1 m slurry to get a measurable total material removal (TMR). A limited set of experiments on 
the Al-wafer were carried out with the 0.05 m to show the near CMP performance. All reported 
experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1.  
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The polishing wheels are soaked in DI water for 24 h before testing. After mounting to the arbor, 
the wheels are then spun for 5 minutes to expel the excess water. Then, the wheels start to receive the 
slurry for few minutes before the start of the test.  For the large wafer, the wheels are moved in tandem 
first to cover the center of the wafer, then switched to move in concentric opposed motion. However, via 
optimization, the initial central area of question can be limited to a single die and both wheels can move 
in opposite direction. Such set-up is typically preferable compared to typical edge exclusion (involving 
many more dies) used in conventional CMP. For the small wafers, each wheel comes in contact with one 
edge of the pair of small wafers to establish contact and set the initial contact force, while being spun. 
The cross-head translational stages apply the transverse feed until the wheels pass beyond the small 
wafer surface, on to the mounting wafer holder.  
All polished surfaces are analyzed by noncontact surface profilomter based on white light 
interference (Zygo NewView 6300). Three dimensional surface topological maps were acquired at 
different magnifications to analyze the resulting surface roughness. A Gauss spline based high pass filter 
is utilized with the cut-off wavelength of 80 m to assess the roughness a 1.4 x 1.4 mm2 area (ISO 
4287:1998, and ISO 11562:1998).  For the large wafer profile analysis, a stitched window of 140 x 1.4 
mm2 is utilized. Three sets of measurements are carried out on each surface. The presented data in Figs. 
6-10 represents the average of these measurements with the range of data within +/- one standard 
deviation indicated.   
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2.4   Mechanistic Process Modeling for Material Removal Rate 
 
The PPP exhibit unique process kinematics, wherein the polishing wheel traverses the wafer 
surface in a spiral feed with an effective radial and angular motion. The polishing pad is highly 
deformable porous solid with complex topology [24, 25]. A modeling framework should embrace these 
unique geometric and kinematics features, even with an effective mean representation.  The model 
attempts to establish the load transfer from the global applied load on the polishing wheel spindle, F  to 
the local force per abrasive particle, pf . To accomplish such objective, the model embraces (i) the soft 
wheel-workpiece macroscopic contact, (ii) the polishing wheel roughness and its amplification to the 
local contact pressure, (iii) the kinematics of abrasive grits at the local scale, and (iv) the collective 
contribution of these individual micro-events to induce an effective material removal rate at the 
macroscale. The model is simplified for the special case of stationary wafer, wherein 0wV  , so as to 
develop an expression for the total material removal within the formed macroscopic trench on the 40 
mm small wafers (cf. Fig. 2.5). The modeling results are compared to the experimental measurements in 
Section 2.5.  
 
2.4.1       Pad-workpiece macroscopic contact 
 
The polishing wheel interaction with the wafer can be modeled as a cylindrical contact with a flat 
plate. The apparent contact area, 
0A  is 0 cA W , wherein c  is the contact length between the wafer 
and the wheel, marked on Fig. 2.5. The average contact pressure within the contact area, for an applied 
force, ,F  is 0 0 .P F A  From contact mechanics [14], c  is determined by ,F  the wheel diameter, 
D and the elastic properties of the two mating surfaces such that;   
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            Here, E  represents the elastic properties of the mating surfaces as an effective contact modulus;  
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Wherein the polishing wheel modulus, 
sE is much smaller than the workpiece modulus, wE .  
s and w are the Poisson’s ratios for the polishing wheel and workpiece respectively.  
 
2.4.2       Role of polishing wheel roughness 
 
The true forces on asperity summits are controlled by the polishing wheel roughness. An 
analytically attractive approach proposed by Greenwood and Williamson [14, 15] is to address the 
roughness through an asperity density per unit area, asp  with an average asperity radii, aspr . These 
quantities can be estimated from the polishing wheel morphology, as discussed in Section 2.3.1 and 
shown in Fig. 2.2. The true contact area, A  will arise from the evolution of the summit deformation 
under the applied load, such that;     
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asp is a dimensionless constant, which depends on the polishing wheel morphology. As a first 
approximation, it could be treated as a constant for a given pad morphology. Though, an evolution 
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equation could be invoked [16] to account for the pad wear and the associated surface morphology 
evolution. While important, the polishing wheel wear is beyond the scope of this work.     
The average contact pressure, P  within the pad asperities will be amplified through the 
reduction of the true contact area, such that;    
  
1
2 30 0
0
1
asp
P A
P E P
A 
    (4) 
 
2.4.3       Abrasive distribution under the wheel 
 
The abrasive volumetric particle density, p would provide an approximate estimate of the inter 
particle spacing. Assuming, closed packed simple cubic arrangement and spherical abrasive particles 
with diameter, pd , the inter-particle spacing, p could be estimated as: 
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  p  represents a uniform distribution of the abrasive grit in both the feed and transvers direction 
of the polishing process. For the utilized 1 m slurry ( 1μmpd   and 0.5%p  ), the inter-particle 
spacing is about 5 μm.p   While this is a reasonable approximation for face-down polishing to 
estimate the active abrasive particle per unit area [17, 27], tangential polishing wheel seems to exhibit 
different behavior. Fig. 2.3(a) is an optical micro-graph of the polishing trace marks. Careful 
examination of these trace marks reveals pattern of imbedded particles within the surface. The inter-
particle spacing along the tangential path is about 50 .p  Such long range correlation might imply that 
every fiftieth particle in the tangential direction is participating in the cutting process. It could be argued 
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that every active cutting particle, shield the trail of particles in its shadow until a tangential arc-length on 
the tangential cutting trajectory is attained. This shielded tangential arc-length is geometrically 
equivalent to a full indentation depth of the abrasive particle into the wafer, 
c . Fig. 2.3(b) illustrates the 
proposed process kinematics.   
 
Figure 2.3: (a) Polished Al surface with 1 m slurry showing effective cutting length along 
sV direction is about 250 m.  (b) Sketch of the proposed active cutting grit, and the shadow trail 
of length p  in its wake, until a new grit penetrate the surface,  ~ 50 for 1pd m  .  
 
Additional examination of polished surfaces under different loading levels and wheel RPM 
revealed weak variation of this long-range correlation of the active polishing particles.  Accordingly, the 
active particle density per unity area, participating in the polished process can be estimated as, 
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Eq. (6) shows the scaling of the active abrasive grit with the slurry volumetric density and the 
abrasive particle size, through the scaling factor  ~ 50 , that represents the active cutting grits along 
the ploughing direction. For the 0.05 slurry ( 0.05μmpd   and 2.0%p  ), the inter-particle spacing is 
about 0.15 μm.p   The image analysis of the polished surface showed the 0.05 m particles as clusters 
(agglomerated) and the inter-particle spacing along the tangential path is about 650 .p  The particle 
agglomeration process would change the scaling factor by an order of magnitude for this case 
 ~ 650 . The scaling factor   is a mere reflection of the process kinematics and slurry 
electrochemical stability and should be examined further experimentally. However, as it will be 
discussed in Section 2.5, no other fitting parameters would be required.  
 
       2.4.4       Material removal per grit 
 
For each active cutting particle, the associated material removal is controlled by the applied local 
pressure, ,P the wafer material intrinsic resistance to mechanical flow as measured by the material flow 
stress, 
0 or alternatively by hardness, 0H  (note that 0 03 ,H   for metals [18]), and the particle 
geometry, pd . Assuming three body contact to support the local pressure through the polishing wheel-
particle-wafer contact, and through the polishing wheel-fluid-wafer contact, the force per particle, pf  
can be assessed by, 
 
2
4
p pf Pd

   (7) 
Assuming statically admissible state of stress under the abrasive grit, pf  is balanced by the 
radial stresses on the indentation surface area [17, 19, 27]. This can be approximated by the projected 
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particle-wafer contact area, multiplied by the wafer hardness 
0H [20]. Accordingly, the particle-wafer 
process zone contact radius, 
cr  can be estimated as,  
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And the associated particle-wafer penetration depth can be also estimated as 
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These geometric parameters are depicted on Fig. 2.3(b). In modeling the MRR, the chemical 
effect akin to the slurry surface interaction. It is generally accepted that the chemical reaction during the 
CMP process might either soften the top surface layer, and/or dissolve the formed debris from the 
ploughing and removal process [28]. If the chemical effect is softening the surface layer, then 
0H   in 
Eqs. (8) and (9) should be the hardness of such softened (chemically reacted) film. However, if the 
chemical effect is to dissolve the removed derbies, then Eq. (9) still holds as representation of the extent 
of indentation depth into the polished surface. Thus a quasi-coupled chemical-mechanical modeling 
approach is pursued here, where the chemical effects influence the mechanical action, but not vice versa.      
To arrive at a general expression for the MRR, each active abrasive grit is consider to generate a 
trench having 2 cr  width and c  depth. Accordingly, the rate of volumetric removal per particle, pVol  
can be estimated as,  
  p c c s wVol r V V    (10) 
The sign is determined from the relative direction of the two tangential speeds. The “+” sign is 
reserved for an opposing tangential speeds. The “–” sign when they are in the same direction. For the 
examined stationary wafer, 0wV  . 
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2.4.5       Process material removal rate 
 
The effective process MRR is the summation of the rate of volumetric removal per particle 
pVol for all the participating particles in the cutting process (measured by the density of the active 
abrasive particles p ) within the true pad-wafer contact area .A Thus, the MRR can be expressed in 
terms, 
 . .p pMRR A Vol   (11) 
The dwell time 
dt  defines the exposure time of every spatial location within the wafer surface to 
the polishing wheel.  For the special examined case of stationary wafer ( 0wV  ), wherein a macroscopic 
trench is formed (cf. Fig. 2.5), 
dt is given by:  
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For the formed trenches, TMR for points within the centerline of the trench will be the time-
integral of the MRR at such location, averaged over the wheel-wafer contact area, 
0A . Employing, Eqs. 
(1)-(10) into Eqs. (11) and (12), the TMR as a function of the process parameters is given by:   
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  (13) 
The expression for TMR captures the confluence of the microscopic pad topology and slurry, the 
polished wafer properties, the macroscopic pad geometry and the applied force, as well as the relative 
velocity ratio. The model perdition is compared with the experimental results on Fig. 2.6 for the applied 
force, and on Fig. 2.8 for the transverse feed rate. Though, the dependence of TMR on the ratio of 
s fV V  provides broad range of process parameters, wherein as shown in Fig. 2.10, the TMR can be 
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achieved with different system dynamics and prospective surface roughness enhancement. Additionally, 
if the dependence on the applied force   applied force, F  is replaced with the mean contact pressure, 
0P  
employing Eq. (1), a near linear dependence on the applied pressure is attained. This will render Eq. (13) 
to have a similar form to the classical Preston equation for polishing materials [21] with linear 
dependence of MRR on the applied pressure and the relative polishing speed. 
  
 
2.5  Results and Discussion 
 
The modeling framework suggest that the leading process parameters that control the TMR are 
the applied down force F and the velocity ratio s fV V . The experimental plan was devised to examine 
the role of each of these parameters on the TMR as well as the resulting surface roughness.  
 
2.5.1  PPP process planarity  
 
Preliminary experimental polishing results of the large 150 mm Al-wafer is shown in Fig. 2.4, 
after passing through the wafer center with the wheels in tandem and then a single polishing sweep of 
the whole surface, with the wheels in opposite direction.  Interestingly, the as received surface has an 
initial waviness or a total thickness variation (TTV) of approximately 80 m; normal to the rolling 
direction. While a single sweep of surface polishing is carried out with a table rotation of 50 rpm, and a 
transverse feed rate of 0.21 mm sfV  , the surface TTV is reduced to less than 12 m. Edge singularities 
are omitted from this graph. This promising result shows the global planarity potential of the PPP 
platform to attain tight TTV over a 150 mm wafer span or longer. It could be further improved by 
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having a variable transverse feed speed 
fV to yield a constant dwell time on each point of the wafer. 
Prospectively, the transverse feed could be preprogramed to overcome an initial surface waviness with 
variable MRR over each zone.    
 
 
Figure 2.4: Evolution of total thickness variation (TTV) over 150 mm Al-disc after a single 
sweep of the surface on the PPP platform showing reduction of TTV from more than 80m to 
less than 12 m. Table rotated at 50 rpm. 
 
The local surface roughness is shown in Fig. 2.5 after polishing pairs of 40 mm stationary wafers 
with 1 m slurry, forming a polished trench across.  The machined trench has a height, representing the 
TMR, which will be compared with the model prediction of Eq. (13). The trench width is equivalent to 
the contact length, c ,  given by Eq. (1). The as received surface (zone I on Fig. 2.5) has initial 
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RMS=327 nm. The surface roughness after the PPP, evolved to RMS=5 nm after a single sweep with the 
polishing wheel. A middle-line profile is shown in both cases.  
 
Figure 2.5: Polishing results of 40 mm Cu-disc using 1m slurry, showing local from RMS= 327 
nm to less than RMS=5 nm after a single PPP sweep. 
 
2.5.2       Role of contact load, F  on polishing behavior 
 
A set of 40 mm Al wafers were polished under a range of applied contact load of 4-18 N per 
wheel. A polishing wheel speed of 3.32 mm ssV   (500 rpm) and a transverse feed of 0.21 mm sfV   
were maintained during all tests.  Since each experiment would yield two wafers (one per wheel), each 
testing condition was repeated twice, yielding four sets of polished surfaces. A set of three samples 
where polished at each load.  Figure 2.6 summarizes the experimental measurements of the TMR with 
the applied contact load for two sets of slurries. The TMR variation is measured from three points along 
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the machined trench profile, marked on Fig. 2.5 as the depth of the polished trench.  The error bar 
represents one standard deviation from the mean value. The error bar on the applied force derived from 
the bounds of the oscillatory contact force, arising from the polishing wheel/wafer contact dynamics. 
The prediction of Eq. (13) for TMR is also shown on Fig. 2.6, employing the substrate properties 
(
0 270 MPaH   for 6061-T4 aluminum alloy and 340 MPa for high purity copper).  Utilizing a scaling 
parameter for the model results of order unity (0.92), the model prediction remarkably fits both the trend 
and the amplitude of the experimental data for both slurries without any additional corrections. 
Accordingly, utilizing the average distribution of pad asperities and the average distribution of the slurry 
particles, scaled by the parameter;   provides a simplified approach to accurately predict the MRR, 
without the need to account for the full statistical distribution of the abrasive particles and the pad 
asperities, and then numerically solve the wheel/wafer contact evolution [16].   
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Figure 2.6: Role of applied contact load on the variation of TMR. The model prediction of Eq. 
(13) remarkably fit the experimental data with scaler of order unity for slurries with two different 
abrasive sizes.  
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Figure 2.7: Role of applied contact load on the variation of RMS roughness, showing persistent 
increase with the load. RMS roughness is measured over an area of 21.4 1.4 mm  
 
Figure 2.7 summarizes the evolution of RMS roughness with the applied contact load on the Al 
wafer. For the 1 m slurry, the roughness shows persistent increase with the load, ranging from RMS= 
55 nm to 92 nm, measured over 21.4 1.4 mm window. Such trend could be rationalized as a result form 
the dynamics of the polishing wheel/wafer surface. As the applied force is increased, the tangential 
forces is also increased, leading to an increase of the effective length scale for micro-adhesion and 
micro-slip [14, 22]. Such local disturbances lead to increase of the surface roughness.  For the 0.05m 
slurry representing near CMP quality, close to six times reduction of roughness could be observed. 
Though, at lower loads, the roughness was within the instrumentation measurement noise. This range of 
roughness performance shows the potential for the PPP to reach the critical CMP process performance.  
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2.5.3       Role of transverse feed rate, 
fV  on polishing behavior 
 
A set of 40 mm Al wafers were polished under a range of the transverse feed rate fV . The 
transverse feed rate controls the dwell time of the polishing wheel at any spatial location of the polished 
surface and thereby would reduce the TMR. All tests were carried out at 3.32 mm ssV   and 18 NF  . 
Four different transverse feed speed; 0.1 0.9 mm sfV    were utilized. Fig. 2.8 shows the measured 
variation of TMR with the transverse feed rate. The model prediction of Eq. (13) is also plotted on Fig 8.  
The model predicts well the inverse dependence of TMR on 
fV .  
 
 
Figure 2.8: Role of transverse feed rate on the variation of TMR, showing a marked reduction 
due to the dwell time reduction. The model prediction of Eq. (13) remarkably show the inverse 
proportionality with fV  . 
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Fig. 2.8 shows unique feature of the variability in the measured TMR as it is reduced with fV  
and exhibited a narrower range. Though the measured roughness at such applied contact load was almost 
independent of fV . For the 1m slurry, RMS was about 100 nm with 10 nm standard deviation, which is 
the same level for a similar contact load on Fig. 2.7. Such effect of fV  might be similar to the effect of 
lateral vibration of the workpiece, normal to the grinding direction, wherein an improvement in planarity 
and MRR has been reported [23].   
 
2.5.4       Role of polishing wheel RPM, sV  on polishing behavior 
 
This section summaries the results of Cu and Al 40 mm wafers as the characteristics of the trend 
were surprising but quite repeatable for the two materials with different hardness. All polishing 
experiments were carried out with the 1 m polishing slurry and under a range of the transverse feed 
rate 
sV .  A range of rotational speed of 500-2000 rpm ( 3.3 13.3 m/ssV   ) were employed, while 
maintaining the transverse feed rate at 
fV =0.21 mm/s and contact load at F = 20 N. The Cu wafers were 
primary polished at the higher range 
sV  to repeat the same TMR saturation trend observed for Al. Fig. 
2.9 summarizes the measured variation of TMR with 
sV . An initial increase of TMR can be identified for 
each case. Then a plateau level for TMR is attained thereafter. The model prediction of Eq. (13), is 
represented by a solid line, and shows the expected linear dependence on 
sV  for both cases, but with 
different slopes that scale with oH .  Though, the devitaion from such linear trend suggests the changes 
of the process kinematics and the existance of a limit on the domain of validity of Eq. (13). In particular, 
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Eq. (13) suggest the dependence of TMR on the ratio of s fV V . Holding fV  for the experimental set of 
Fig. 2.9 would yield different ratio of s fV V  for each of the examined cases. Considering the particle 
kinematics, the whole wheel has to move a lateral distance greater than individual particle process zone, 
or distance of order 2 4 cr , while individual grit clears the tangential travel span within the contact 
area ( ~ c ). This kinematical statement can be expressed in terms of a particle dwell time under the pad, 
such that, 
 , orc c c s c
s f f c c
r V
V V V r


    (14) 
2 4c    is a scaling factor that defines the distance between two overlapping ploughed 
trenches.  From the intercepts of prediction of Eq. (13) for TMR and the observed saturation level, 
c was estimated to approximately be 3 for Cu and 4 for Al.  Accordingly, Eq. (14) sets the domain of 
validity of the model prediction of Eq. (13) for TMR dependence on sV . Beyond this range, TMR 
becomes independent of sV . The limit predicted by Eq. (14) is marked by a vertical line on Fig. 2.9.  
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Figure 2.9: Role of polishing wheel speed on the variation of TMR, showing an initial increase in 
TMR up to 1000 rpm, TMR independent trend. The hypothesized domain of validity of the 
model Eq. (13) is also shown. 2 4c    is a scaling factor that defines the distance between two 
overlapping ploughed trenches.   
 
2.5.5       General PPP Performance  
 
Equation (13) provides the interplay between the applied contact load, the polished material 
properties and the velocity ratio s fV V . It should be noted that the set level of the down force F or the 
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average contact pressure 
0P  is to control the force per particle pf . For a targeted penetration depth into 
the polished surface, pf has to overcome the material resistance to flow and plough, defined by 0H . 
Actually, Eq. (13) can be written in terms of 
0P such that, 
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                                                           (15) 
Thus the material removal is the confluence of the s fV V and 0 0P H ratios, for the same set of 
consumables including pad topology and slurry concentration. To explore such dependence, Fig.10 
summarizes all the experimental data for different ranges of 
sV and fV  at a given applied F for two 
different sets of polished material types; Cu and Al wafers with 1 m slurry. Interestingly, for each 
material (e.g. Cu vs. Al), the entire experimental data set falls on the asymptote with constant 
0 0P H ratio for materials specific properties  0 0: 340 MPa, : 270 MPa .Cu H Al H   Accordingly, Fig. 
2.10 provides the process domain performance for any material system by scaling the presented 
asymptotic correlation by the surface hardness of the new surface to be polished. For a preset applied 
pressure or down force, Fig. 2.10 provides the required velocity ratio to attain a targeted TMR.  
Moreover, correlation (15) is a restatement of the phenomenological Preston equation [21, 24], wherein 
the material removal depends linearly on the applied average contact pressure and the relative slip 
velocity, while the magnitude of the material removal is scaled by a material constant, typically termed 
as Preston constant. Correlation (15) exhibit the same trend embraced in Preston equation, but with near 
linear scaling with the applied pressure (exponent 1.17 ).   
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Figure 2.10: Process domain summarizing the entire data set for different process and material 
parameters. A parametric correlation can be identified for each material system, similar to the 
phenomenological Preston-type polishing relationship.  
 
Fig. 2.10 shows another unique attribute of the PPP that is the prospect of increasing TMR at the 
same applied pressure by changing the s fV V ratio. Thus, the corresponding MRR could be doubled by 
doubling velocity ratio. Such an increase in the MRR would have required an increase in F instead, but 
with the associated increase (almost doubling) in the surface roughness as being illustrated in Fig. 2.7. 
Accordingly, the PPP provides the pathway to trade the applied force with the velocity ratio to attain the 
same targeted MRR with the reduced surface roughness [29].  
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2.6 Conclusion and future work 
 
The attributes of PPP have been investigated experimentally on two different sets of materials. 
An analytical model is developed, employing the details of the contact mechanics at the grit scale, the 
abrasive grit kinematics and the macroscopic contact of the polishing wheel/wafer. The model shows the 
role of the process parameters on the evolution of MRR as well as surface roughness. The model shows 
a Preston-type dependence on the applied pressure and relative slip velocity, with the Preston 
proportionality constant being defined by the material and process parameters. Moreover, the model 
shows the dependence of the material removal on the ratio of wheel rotational to feed speed for the PPP 
process, in an asymptotic form, which scales with the surface hardness. In particular, the combined 
experimental and modeling results show the unique features of the PPP to trade the applied force with 
the velocity ratio to attain the same targeted MRR with the reduced surface roughness. Additionally, 
they show the proper velocity ratio s fV V  domain of operation for continued enhancement of the MRR, 
with the promise of utilizing the transverse feed speed over wheel spinning speed ratio to enhance MRR 
and planarization efficiency simultaneously. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The wear rate of a grinding wheel directly affects the workpiece surface integrity and tolerances. 
This paper summarizes a combined experimental-modeling framework for life cycle prediction of an 
electroplated Cubic Boron Nitride (CBN) grinding wheel, typically utilized in nickel-based superalloy 
grinding. The paper presents an experimental framework to facilitate the formulation of a micro-
mechanics based modeling framework. The presented work investigates the topological evolution of the 
grinding wheel surface and mechanisms of grit failure via depth profiling, digital microscopy and 
scanning electron microscopy. The results are used to elucidate the statistical evolution of the grinding 
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wheel surface. Different modes of grit failure, including grit attritious wear, fracture and pull out haven 
been identified. The analysis of the surface topological features indicates a unique grit activation 
process, leading to a non-uniform spatial distribution of the grit wear.  Additionally, single grit pull out 
experiment has been conducted to assess the residual strength of the grit-wheel interface and the 
associated state of damage percolation. The experimental results can be utilized in developing a life 
expectancy model for the CBN grinding wheel to assess the grit mean time to failure as well as grit 
surface topological evolution as a function of the process parameters.  
 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
High speed grinding with Cubic Boron Nitride CBN wheels is an industrially attractive option for 
hard-to-machine metallic alloys, due to their low cost, reliability, reduced thermal damage and superior 
workpiece surface finish [1]. Single layer electroplated CBN grinding wheel has a very high grinding 
ratio [2] which is defined as volumetric ratio of material removed to wheel wear. It can ensure larger 
depth of cut than a galvanically bonded CBN wheel in which two thirds or more of the grit height has 
been covered by a metal matrix [3]. In a single layer electroplated wheel, the height of bond material is 
kept low (within 10-15% of the grit size) but enough to hold the grit during grinding. However, the high 
cost of the CBN electroplated wheel remains a hinder for the process economics [4]. For high-efficient 
deep grinding with a high material removal rate in cylindrical plunge-grinding mode, the thermal loads 
are critical in limiting the wheel life. Some nickel-based alloys are difficult to grind and cause relatively 
high wheel wear [4]. The main shortcoming of grinding with plated CBN wheels is the transient behavior 
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of its grinding performance. Unlike other wheels, it cannot be dressed periodically to restore grinding 
performance [5]. As a result, the CBN wheel reaches its end of life when the grits wear to an empirically 
predetermined level, associated with the increase of the grinding power [6].  
Furthermore, the continued topological evolution of CBN wheels can significantly compromise the 
integrity of the finished product. Three main topological evolution mechanisms have been identified [2]. 
(i) Attritious wear, leading to flattening of the grit cutting edges, and the associated loss of the grinding 
wheel cutting ability. (ii) Smaller fissures and local grit chipping, leading to cutting grits self-sharpening. 
And (iii) entire grit fracture which induces workpiece surface deterioration. Accordingly, it is essential to 
periodically inspect the grinding wheel to ensure proper performance. Several studies have focused on 
monitoring and quantifying the topological evolution of grinding wheel. Shi and Malkin [7] indirectly 
estimated the wear depth from measuring the grinding tracks on the specimen surface by a stylus 
profilometer. Fan et al. [8] utilized vision-based depth profiling to monitor the grinding wheel and the grit 
wear process. Fujimoto et al. [9] utilized scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to characterize the 3-
dimensional wear and fracture aspects of a vitrified CBN wheel. They monitored the changes of the grits 
cutting edges/area and correlated that to the reduction in cutting efficiency. Their work indicated that the 
wear process of the wheel is a combination of grit fracture and pull out. Furutani et al. [10] monitored the 
pressure change within the contact zone underneath the grinding wheel in order to predict the coolant 
fluid gap thickness and topography of the wheel surface. From modeling prospective, a model for the 
power consumption during grinding of nickel alloy with plated CBN wheel has been established by Guo 
et al. [11, 12]. However, the details of grit wear rate have not been sufficiently addressed either 
experimentally or with predictive modeling capabilities. 
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3.2 Proposed Experimental-Modeling Framework 
 
A combined experimental and modeling framework is being developed to estimate the mean-time 
to failure for individual grit. The proposed framework embraces a micro-mechanics description of the 
process.  From phenomenological perspective, the wheel life is considered as a combination of the grit 
fracture pull out and progressive attritious grit wear.  Developing a predictive model for such framework 
would require the knowledge of three sets of data. First, the process parameters and the material plastic 
flow characteristics (i.e. chip formation energy [12]) to identify the process power consumption. Second, 
the thermal loads experienced by individual grits and the associated cyclic thermo-mechanical stresses. 
These cyclic normal and shear stresses ( ,   ) can be estimated from numerical modeling of the chip 
formation process and the cooling rate [13]. Third, the constitutive formulation for the grit fracture and 
the grit attritious wear.  
The grit fracture pull out requires the grit-wheel interfacial material damage evolution law. A 
Paris-law [14] type formulation could be utilized to predict the mean time to failure for individual grit. In 
such formulation, the damage evolution is related to the cyclic stresses through,   
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Here, C and m are the Paris-law material parameters, Keff is the cyclic effective stress intensity 
factor (controlled by   and  ), and  is a geometric factor of order unity. Integration of Eq. (1) 
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The mean-time to failure of individual grit is controlled by the process parameters and thermal 
loads through  and  as well as the initial defect state ai (dictated by the processing condition of the 
CBN grinding wheel) and the final defect state af (dictated by the interfacial fracture toughness).  
The grit wear rate, h  requires material abrasion evolution law; the oldest and most commonly 
applied is Preston’s model [15]: 
 
oh k P V

   (3) 
where Po is the contact pressure (function of   and  ), V is the relative velocity between the 
wheel and the workpiece, and k is Preston coefficient.  
Once the evolution equation for Nf and h   are established, they could be utilized in a statistical 
model along with the initial spatial grit distribution to predict the topological evolution of the grinding 
wheel surface as a function of the grinding process parameters.  
In this work, an experimental protocol is presented along with some of the preliminary 
experimental finding for the evolution of wheel surface topological features to elucidate the grinding 
wheel surface evolution. Understanding the statistics of the wheel topology evolution would enable the 
proper assimilation of the grit fracture pull out and the grit attritious wear processes. In addition, a single 
grit pull out device has been developed to evaluate the change of the residual strength at the CBN grit-
wheel interface due to mechanical and thermal loads from the grinding process. Such measurements will 
facilitate the estimates of the initial defect state ai and the final defect state af, that are required for the 
assessment of the mean-time to failure of individual grit. Two sets of wheels are investigated, in the as-
received condition and at the end of life state. The experimental framework is devised to support the 
development of the proposed modeling-framework to assess the CBN grinding wheel life cycle. 
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3.3 Experimental Study 
 
3.3.1       Topology Evolution of Grinding Wheel Surface 
Two sets of single layer electroplated CBN grinding wheel were examined. The wheels have 
250mm diameter and 10mm thick, with a single layer of 40/50 grit size (355-425m grit diameter). One 
set represents the as-received new condition, and the other is the end-of-life condition, as determined by 
the production operation. Sections of 25x25mm along the perimeter of the wheels were prepared using 
water jet cutting as shown in Fig. 3.1. The wheel surface topology was studied by non-contact 3D surface 
profilometer (KH-8700 HIROX Digital Microscope). Fig. 3.2 shows the surface topology and different 
types of wear marks on an end-of-life CBN grinding wheel. Site “I” is a grit fracture, sites “II” and “III” 
are grit pull out wherein a bond failure occurs, site “IV” is a grit fracture, and site “V” is a grit attrition. 
The different classes of the observed grit wear are similar to those observed by Shi and Malkin [7]. At the 
end of wheel useful life, some grit has been pull out and the rest has been either worn down or fractured. 
It can be conjectured that the wheel wear rate might have a sequence as that depicted in Fig. 3.3. There 
are possibly three stages in the life of the wheel; (i) initial grit pull-out state; (ii) steady grit wear state, 
and (iii) increased wear rate state. In order to statistically study the wheel wear process we examined the 
wheel surface in details. With this view in mind, we will attempt to analyze the measured surface 
topology to arrive at a sequence for the wear/damage process of a CBN grinding wheel. 
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Figure 3.1: Orientation of Examined Sections of CBN Grinding Wheel 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Optical Image for End-of-life CBN Grinding Wheel Surface Topography 
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Figure 3.3: Experimentally Motivated Stages for the CBN Grinding Wheel Wear 
 
Three dimensional reconstruction of the wheel surface with grit height distribution are obtained 
from the surface profilometer as shown in Fig. 3.4 to understand the grinding wheel surface topological 
evolution during the grinding process. An area of 5x5mm2 has been analyzed for the as-received and the 
end-of-life wheels. The corresponding measured grit distribution is shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 
respectively, as vertical bars. The measured packing density of the grit is Co~5.2mm-2. The maximum grit 
protrusion height is around 350m, which corresponds to about 18% brazing layer thickness.  
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Figure 3.4: 3D Topology Render for the As-received CBN Grinding Wheel Surface 
 
The grit height distribution in Fig. 3.5 for the as-received wheel, shows a uni-modal distribution. 
The distribution can be fitted to a normal (Gaussian) distribution with mean height 0 220m m  and 
standard deviation 0 40s m . In a normal distribution, the probability distribution of a given grit x can 
be written as Eq. (4): 
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Figure 3.5: Grit Height Distribution for the As-received CBN Grinding Wheel, with the 
Corresponding Uni-modal Probability Distribution. 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Grit Height Distribution for the End-of-life CBN Grinding Wheel, with the 
Corresponding Bi-modal Probability Distribution. 
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However, for the end-of-life wheel, grit height distribution in Fig. 3.6 shows a bi-modal 
distribution which is a continuous probability distribution with two different modes. Such bi-modal 
distribution can be written as Eq. (5): 
 1 2( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )f x g x g x       (5) 
where gi is the modal probability distribution and  is a weight parameter. The first short 
protrusion height distribution 1( )g x  has m1=120m and s1=40m. The second protrusion height 
distribution 2 ( )g x has m2=230m and s2=20m. The weight parameter is proportional to the number of 
grit in each distribution. With 31 grit in the first distribution and 21 in the second, the corresponding 
weight ratio will be .  This bi-modal distribution is shown as a solid line in Fig. 3.6. 
It is evident that the grit wear process evolved the uni-modal to a bi-modal grit distribution. The 
measured average grit height evolved from 220.3m to 171m, with an average grit wear of 49.3m. 
From the model fitted normal distribution curves, it can be seen that the as-received uni-modal 
distribution has approximately the same average grit height as the second mode of the bi-modal 
distribution for the end-of-life wheel, 2.om m  However, this is accompanied by a narrower standard 
deviation, 2 0.5 .os s To further elucidate this trend, Fig. 3.7 shows the evolution of the taller grit heights. 
Taller grits above 280m for the as-received wheel completely disappeared from the distribution, with 
increased population in the 240m range.   
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the Tall Grit Distribution for The As-received and The End-of-Life 
Wheels 
It can be speculated that grit fracture, attrition and pull out resulted in a shift of taller grits to a 
much shorter height. The grit wear is spatially non-uniform which means only the active grit will get 
wear. Such change of grit height distribution might increase the number of comparable grit that 
contributed to the cutting process. A model representing the grinding wheel life should encompass such 
topological evolution.  
 
3.3.2       Damage Classification of Grinding Wheel Surface 
 
SEM was used to classify the grit damage. Fig. 3.8 shows several damage features for an end-of 
life wheel.  Marked sites 1-9 represent grit pull out or bond failure. Fig. 3.9 shows the details of site 3 for 
grit pull out. Fig. 3.10 shows the details of site 9 for a cleavage fracture of the grit at its root near the 
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bond-line. The zone around each pulled/damaged grit is marked with a circle to show the extent of the 
grit damage surrounding the site. The surrounding grit damage is primarily of attritious wear. The 
average spacing of theses damage sites, were measured and tabulated in Table 3.1. The average spacing 
is about ave=2mm or about 6 grit diameter. The extent of the damage zones radius, r around each of these 
sites where also measured and tabulated in Table 3.2. The average damage zone radius is about 
rave=0.75mm, or slightly larger than two grit diameter. 
 
Figure 3.8: SEM Image of End-of-life CBN Grinding Wheel Surface 
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Figure 3.9: SEM Image of Damage Site 3 for A Grit pullout  
 
 
Figure 3.10: SEM Image of Damage Site 9 for A Grit Cleavage Fracture at its Root 
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Table 3.1. Pull out Concavities Spacing    
Pull out zone number Damage Zone Radius (mm) 
1  1.60 
2  2.20 
3  1.70 
4  3.10 
5  1.40 
6  2.10 
ave  2.00 
 
Table 3.2. Cleaved Zone Size of Different Pull out Sites  
Pull out zone number Cleaved Zone Radius (mm) 
1r  0.80 
2r  0.75 
3r  0.83 
4r  0.74 
5r  0.70 
6r  0.68 
aver  0.75 
 
Revisiting Fig. 3.7, the number of damage sites/area is of the same order as the noted tall grits 
above 280m for the as-received wheel. Utilizing the measured correlation between damage sites and 
the extent of the damage zone around each of them, Fig. 3.11 shows a phenomenological sequence for 
grit activation in the grinding process. First, the initial cutting is carried out by the tallest grits, which are 
spaced by ave. This isolated set of grits may experience excessive initial loading and could be subjected 
to grit pull out, as noted in stage I of Fig. 3.3. Second, grit will experience cleavage at the interface or pull 
out, forcing local load redistribution to the neighboring grits within a zone of radius rave. This process 
commences with the steady state attrition wear, speculated in Fig. 3.3. With the increased wear within 
these zones, the extent of the damage zone expands, allowing more grits to engage in the cutting process. 
Such increase of the grit-workpiece contact is accompanied by excessive increase in loading, friction and 
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heat generation. As a result, the process will be terminated due to increased external motor power.  This 
is stage III in Fig. 3.3, wherein excessive wheel wear rate will lead to a workpiece burning or white 
etching layer formation accompanied with increased grinding forces and power consumptions.  
Additional systematic investigation is needed at different point in time for the life of the wheel to 
precisely delineate the conference of the two mechanisms on the surface evolution of the grinding wheel. 
Accordingly, any predictive models for the wheel life should be guided by the wheel surface topological 
evolution.  
 
Figure 3.11: Phenomenological Sequence for Grit Activation During the Grinding Process. 
 
3.3.3       Interfacial Strength 
The grit pull out process may arise from percolation of damage within the grit itself or at the 
brazed interface with the wheel. Accordingly, the grit-wheel interfacial strength is examined to assess the 
evolution of the bond accumulated damage and to estimate the two damage parameters in Eq. (2), ai and 
af. The electroplated layer thickness of a grinding wheel is typically optimized to ensure suitable adhesion 
strength, while avoiding shielding of a large percentage of the grit cutting edges. The electroplated layer 
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has a high tensile residual stress from the electroplating process, leading to reduction in the bond fatigue 
life. The bond-line would be more sensitive to micro-cracks, and their interfacial propagation, leading to 
grit pull out. Additionally, the grinding process-induced thermal and mechanical cyclic loads may 
accelerate damage percolation and reduce the grit-wheel interfacial strength. 
A single grit pull out device, shown in Fig. 3.12, was developed to investigate the evolution of the 
electroplated grit-wheel interfacial strength. The device has a diamond anvil fixed to the frame. A section 
of the wheel surface is fixed on a computerized three-axis stage fitted with two-axis load cells to 
manipulate the surface. The diamond anvil is brought into contact with a grit via 20X optical microscope, 
while concurrently limiting the normal and tangential contact loads to 10N. Fig. 3.13 shows grit in 
contact with the diamond anvil before pull out. The stage is moved horizontally to induce pull out of the 
grit. The normal and tangential loads as well as lateral displacement are recorded during each test. The 
remaining grit impression is measured afterward via 3D surface profilometer. The interfacial tensile and 
shear strength were estimated from the maximum measured forces and the grit impression area. Fig. 3.14 
summarizes the interfacial tensile and shear strength from multiple tests on the as-received and end-of-
life wheels. Both the interfacial tensile and shear strength were reduced by about 35% after the grinding 
process. This is an indication of damage percolation within the bond layer due to the cyclic thermal and 
mechanical grinding stresses. Such reduction of bond strength was utilized to assess the critical flaw size 
for both the as-received state and the end-of life state. For an interfacial fracture toughness, 
6.5cK MPa m  for nickel electroplating, the damage parameters were found to be ai = 18m and af = 
43m. It should be noted that these length scales should not be interpreted as individual crack length, but 
rather a measure of the total initial defects, or defect density within the interface layer. Further ongoing 
work is devoted to properly characterize these damage parameters in physically measurable quantities. 
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With such information and knowing the details of the machining process, a thermo-mechanical life 
prediction model could be developed for the grit mean-life to failure, Nf. 
 
Figure 3.12: Grit Pull Out Device Setup 
 
Figure 3.13: Grit Pull Out with Diamond Anvil 
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Figure 3.14: Interface Cohesive Stresses of a used and New Wheel 
 
3.4 Discussion and Conclusion Remarks 
 
Grinding wheel wear directly affects the workpiece surface integrity and tolerances. The wheel 
surface topology was studied by non-contact 3D surface profilometer. Different classes of grit wear such 
as grit attritious wear; grit fracture and grit pull out have been observed. At the end of wheel useful life, 
some grit has been pull out and the rest either has been worn down and/or fractured. This is a direct 
indication that the grit wear out process is spatially non-uniform. The measured wheel topology render 
the possibility of existence of three stages in the CBN grinding wheel life; (i) initial grit pull-out state; 
(ii) steady grit wear state, and (iii) increased wear rate state.  
A phenomenological sequence for grit activation during the grinding process is proposed to show 
the evolution of grit contacts with the workpiece. A characteristic length scale of about 6 grit diameter is 
identified as the controlling parameter of such contact evolution over the surface. It is observed in our 
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previous studies [16] that the tallest abrasive grain in a region carries the full load (Force/Grit), while 
about 10 neighboring grains in its shadow essentially idles. Thus, these grains in the “shadow” are 
protected from experiencing the grinding loads. Such a phenomenon causes attrition and pull out of the 
tallest grits.  
From the statistical distribution of the grit protrusion height, it is observed in Fig. 3.5-3.6 that 
new wheel contained tallest grits of around 350m, while the used wheels showed that grits taller than 
275m suffered attrition and pull out. The used wheel shows an increase in the number of grits (per unit 
area) with heights 200-270m, which we believe is a direct result of attrition of the tallest grits in a 
region accompanied with the shadowing effect. As the shadowing effect diminishes, relatively smaller 
grits with heights 170-200m experienced the grinding force (per grit) and showed normal attrition 
followed by pull-out characteristics. Such behavior caused the bimodal distribution observed in the used 
grinding wheel (Fig. 3.6) near the end of its life. 
The mechanistic model development for such a wheel wear process is currently in progress. It 
attempts to capture the shadowing effect due to the tallest grits by requiring that no load is carried by 
(relatively tall, but not tallest) in the immediate neighborhood of the tallest grits. Following the CMP 
pad attrition model of Wang et al. [17, 18] and Chandra et al. [19], we propose to evolve the grit 
distribution in a grinding wheel and chart its evolution. It is important to note that such a development 
assumes that size distribution of grinding grits (within a scale) is also geometrically correlated. 
Experimental work is currently in progress to verify such assumption and to establish the relevant scale 
sizes for specific classes of grinding wheels.      
The measured interfacial adhesions strength indicates a reduction of the bond strength by about 
35%. Thus, the bond layer is experiencing damage percolation due to the cyclic thermal and mechanical 
grinding stresses.  
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This wealth of experimental details will greatly enable the development of a thermo-mechanical 
life prediction model for the grinding wheel. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The wear of Cubic Boron Nitride (CBN) grinding wheel directly affects the workpiece 
surface integrity and tolerances. This paper summarizes a combined experimental-modeling 
framework for CBN grinding wheel life expectancy utilized in both cylindrical and surface 
grinding. The presented fatigue type model is based on grit pullout mechanism and the 
associated state of damage percolation. The unique grit-workpiece interaction process leads to a 
non-uniform spatial distribution of the grit wear.  The life expectancy model can be described as 
a function of the process parameters, grinding wheel geometry and topology, workpiece material 
properties, etc. The developed modeling framework will greatly enhance the understanding of 
electroplated CBN grinding wheel wear mechanism. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Electroplated CBN wheels is an industrially attractive and long-term stable option for 
hard-to-machine metallic alloys, due to their low cost, high productivity, high reliability, reduced 
thermal damage and superior workpiece surface finish with compressive residual stresses. It also 
ensures industry an immediately improve of grinding performances without any retrofit of 
existing machines [1-4]. Compared to current galvanically bonded CBN wheel in which two 
thirds or more of the grit height has been covered by a metal matrix, single layer electroplated 
CBN grinding wheel formed with higher bond strength, larger grit protrusion, more uniform grit 
distribution can ensure larger depth of cut a  [5]. However, it cannot be dressed periodically 
which renders high cost remains a hinder for the machining economics [6]. For high-efficient 
deep grinding (HEDG) with a high material removal rate, the thermal loads are critical in limiting 
the wheel life [4]. Some nickel-based alloys are difficult to grind and will cause relatively rapid 
wheel wear [2]. As a result, the CBN wheel reaches its end of life when the grits wear to an 
empirically predetermined level, associated with the increase of the grinding power [7].  
Some grinding models have been well established: Malkin et al. [8] used analytical 
methods to calculate grinding temperatures. They modeled grinding wheel as a heat source which 
moves along the workpiece to calibrate the energy partition. Shi et al. [9] investigated the wear of 
single-layer electroplated CBN grinding wheels by conducting internal cylindrical and surface 
grinding of different working parameters. They found that the radial wheel wear was 
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characterized by an initial transient at a progressively decreasing rate to a steady-state wear, in the 
initial state it is mainly due to grit pullout. At steady state, it is mainly due to grit fracture, the 
wear of wheel increases the grinding power. 
A model for the power consumption during grinding of nickel alloy with plated CBN 
wheel has been established by Guo et al. by considering three parts of energy consumption: chip 
formation; plowing and sliding [2, 10].  Recently, Shi et al. [11] improved this grinding power 
model by eliminating the requirement of pre-knowledge of the grit wear flat area and the regime 
of the average contact pressure. 
However, the details of grit wear rate have not been sufficiently addressed either 
experimentally or with predictive modeling capabilities. In our previous work [12], we 
investigated continued topological evolution of CBN grinding wheels. A unique grit-workpiece 
interaction process, leading to a non-uniform spatial distribution of the grit wear has been 
identified.  Additionally, single grit pull out experiment has been conducted to assess the residual 
strength of the grit-wheel interface and the associated state of damage percolation. The state of 
damage percolation will be utilized to calculate the material fatigue constants in this paper. With 
the fact of grit pullout phenomenon is closely associated with the CBN grinding wheel life, a 
mechanical-thermal model for CBN grinding wheel life expectancy has been developed in this 
paper. 
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4.2 Proposed Experimental-Modeling Framework 
 
A combined experimental and modeling framework has been developed for the CBN 
grinding wheel life expectancy. The proposed framework is based on a mechanical-thermal 
description of the grinding process.  The structure of the modeling is shown in Fig. 4.1. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: CBN Grinding Wheel Life Expectancy Modeling Structure 
 
Developing a predictive model for such framework would require the knowledge of three 
sets of data. First, the process parameters, grinding wheel geometry and kinematics and the 
workpiece material plastic flow characteristics (i.e. chip formation energy [10]) to identify the 
process power consumption. Second, the thermal aspects to calculate thermal loads experienced 
by individual grit and the associated cyclic thermo-mechanical stresses. The maximum cyclic 
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shear stress range
max( )  can be calculated from FEA and grinding energy partition theory. 
Third, the materials fatigue law constants C and m.  
The modeling process consists of two parts: 
(1) Calculating grit-wheel interface fatigue law constants C and m by using cylindrical 
grinding wear experiment results [9]. 
(2) Life expectancy modeling for cylindrical grinding (small wheel) on steel and surface 
grinding (large wheel) on nickel-based alloys. 
In our previous work [12], the SEM image of a girt concavity in the used wheel clearly 
shows the fatigue striations, which indicates the grit pullout is associated with interface fatigue 
under cyclic grinding loadings. The grit pullout requires the grit-wheel interfacial material 
damage evolution law. A Paris-law [13] type formulation could be utilized for life expectancy of 
individual grit failure. In such formulation, the damage evolution is related to the cyclic stresses 
through,  
  2 2
m
m
eff
dh
C K C h
dN
         (15) 
Here, C and m are the Paris-law material parameters, Keff is the cyclic effective stress 
intensity factor, and  is a geometric factor of order unity. Integration of Eq. (1) yields the 
mean-time to failure of individual grit, Nf. 
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2 2
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2 2
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

  
  (16) 
The mean-time to failure of individual grit is controlled by process parameters and thermal 
loads through   and  as well as the initial defect state hi (dictated by the processing 
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condition of the CBN grinding wheel) and the final defect state hf (dictated by the interfacial 
fracture toughness).  
In the following sections, modeling for life expectancy of CBN grinding wheel will be 
introduced part by part. 
 
 
4.3 Grinding Wheel Geometry and Kinematics 
 
A typical grinding wheel process is sketched in Fig. 4.2, it is characterized by its diameter 
D  , width sb , grit density per unit area   and grit dimension .gd  The kinematics of the grinding 
process is characterized by the grinding wheel speed linear speed ,sv  workpiece linear speed ,wv   
feed rate ,fv  and the depth of cut .a   
 
Figure 4.2: Sketch of A Typical Surface Grinding Process 
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4.3.1 Internal Grinding (Small wheel) to calibrate fatigue parameters and 
modeling 
 
To calculate the grit-wheel interface fatigue law constants C and m, we will utilize one of 
the CBN grinding wear experiment conducted by Z. Shi et al. [9]. 
The process parameters and grinding wheel geometry for this internal grinding are: 
grinding wheel diameter 50.8D mm , width 9 ,sb mm  the grit number of the grinding wheel is 
60 ( 252 ),gd m   wheel linear speed 37.2 / ,sv m s   workpiece linear speed 1.15 / .wv m s   
The radial infeed velocity 0.015 / ,fv mm s  depth of cut, 3 .a m  The workpiece material is 
hardened AISI 52100 steel rings of diameter 70wD mm  and width 9 .wb mm   
The geometric contact length gl   for internal grinding is given by Eq. (3):   
 / (1 / )g wl aD D D    (17) 
Similarly, for external grinding / (1 / )g wl aD D D     and for surface grinding 
.gl aD   
The contact area is given by .c g sA l b   The grit density  is about 20 
2/ .count count mm   
For grinding hardened AISI 52100 steel with plated CBN wheels, the chip formation 
specific energy we used is 330 / .chU J mm   
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4.3.2 Surface grinding (Large wheel) for modeling  
 
A set of electroplated CBN has been used for Ni-alloys grinding [10]. The wheels are of 
250D mm   diameter, width 10 ,sb mm  with a 40/50 grit size ( 355 425 ),gd m   wheel 
linear speed 150 / ,sv m s  various workpiece linear speed .wv In the model, coolant is assumed 
to hold on at 100 .OC   
 
4.4 Grinding Power Modeling 
 
The overall power consumption in a grinding process can be thought of as a combination 
of the total power required for chip formation, sliding friction between inactive grits and 
workpiece, grit induced local material plowing [2,10]. For a fresh grinding wheel with sharp grits, 
the frictional power can be safely neglected [2,10]. The chip formation power depends on the chip 
formation specific energy and the rate of material removal, such that: 
 ch ch s w chP V U b av U    (18) 
Thus, the chip formation specific energy
chU can be calculated by the Eq. (5): 
 
tc s
ch
s w
F v
U
b av
   (19) 
where tcF is the tangential cutting force which can be monitored during the grinding 
process. 
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The plowing power is due to the plowing deformation occurs as the abrasive initially cuts 
into the workpiece which is a plastic deformation but no workpiece removal [10]. The plowing 
power equals plowing force 'plF  multiply by wheel linear speed .sv   
The grinding process power can thus be written as:  
  '( )ch pl s ch w pl sP P P b U av F v      (20) 
In internal grinding because the workpiece linear speed wv  is much higher than in surface 
grinding (e.g. 1.15 /wv m s  in internal grinding and 50 /wv mm s  in surface grinding) which 
renders the chip formation power chP  is one order higher than the plowing power  plP , such that 
the plowing part for internal grinding will be neglected. However, in the case study of surface 
grinding we will take the plowing power part back into account. 
 
4.5 Grinding Thermal Aspects Modeling 
 
The thermal loads are crucial to CBN grinding wheel damage evolution. With the grinding 
power, the heat flux can be achieved. The total grinding heat flux can be expressed in terms of 
grinding power P  and geometric contact length gl  as / ( ).t s gq P b l  The heat flux went into the 
grit part is ,s s tq R q   where sR  is the energy partition to grits. Lavine et al. [14] modeled heat 
transfer between a sliding grit and workpiece. The energy partition into workpiece wR  is defined 
in as Eq. (7) [15], 
 
1
0
0.97
[1 ]
gw
w
w s w s
kq
R
q q r v
  

  (21) 
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where gk  is the thermal conductivity of CBN grit, the transient thermal property of 
workpiece ,w w w wk c    , ,w w wk c  are the thermal conductivity, density, heat capacity of 
workpiece, 0r  is the contact radius of the grit. 
For small wheel, by substituting all, we get 
wR  is 10%. This relative low value results 
from the extremely high thermal conductivity of CBN grit. The heat flux will conduct into the grit 
and grinding wheel very fast. Take into account the coolant effect the energy proportion for grit 
sR  is about 60% for electroplated CBN wheel [8]. We assume that the heat flux can only flow 
into the active grit. Thus, the heat flux for a single grit can be calculated. 
For a single active grit, the cutting time per cycle is / ,sg g st l v  after one pass, the 
temperature raise of a single grit gT  can be calculated from Eq. (8) [8]. It is from modeling of a 
triangular heat source moving along a flat surface. 
 
g g
g
g s
q l
T
v
   (22) 
where gq  is the heat flux flow into a single grit, the transient thermal property of CBN 
grit g  is about
2 0.541358 / .J m s K   
Fig. 4.3 shows the grit temperature increase during one cutting cycle with increase of 
depth of cut a  and workpiece speed wv .  
The temperature after cooling will be assumed as the coolant boiling temperature 100 .OC   
From Eq. (8) it can be noticed that the temperature rise is proportional to the heat flux into the 
grit and thus proportional to the total power consumption P. 
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Figure 4.3: Grit Temperature Rise with Different Depth of Cut and Workpiece Speed for 
Eq. (8) 
 
 
4.6 Interface Mechanical-Thermal Stress Modeling 
 
4.6.1 Mechanical stress analysis (stresses due to mechanical cutting) 
 
The total grinding power can be also expressed as:   
 t sP Fv   (23) 
The grit-wheel interface area, A scales with the grit diameter, dg, such that;  
 
2
gA d   (24) 
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The normal stress is in compression which will not induce interface failure. Thus, only 
shear stress will be considered. 
Thus, the shear stress induced by mechanical load is: 
 / nt tS F A   (25) 
where n is the active grit density, for small grinding wheel, the mechanical induced stress 
is shown as Fig. 4.4, it shows the mechanical induced shear stress is insignificant. 
 
Figure 4.4: Mechanical Induced Shear Stresses with Different Process Parameters 
 
4.6.2 Thermal stress analysis 
 
In grinding process, thermal stresses can be larger than the cutting/mechanical stresses for 
a single grit.  
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 In order to get the thermal stresses for each cutting cycle, we consider the grit, 
electroplated layer (very thin) and grinding wheel as a three-layer structure. Jiang et al. [16] and 
Chen [17] analyzed the thermal stress in a three-layer structure, the results showed that the shear 
stress at the free edge is one order higher the normal stress, thus we neglected the normal stress on 
the free edge of the three-layer structure analysis. The interfacial shear stress free  is the interfacial 
shear stress at the free edge. The subscript , ,g w a  refers to grit, wheel and electroplated layer. 
 [(1 ) (1 ) ]afree g g s s g
a
G
T
t

    

      (26) 
where aG  is the shear modulus of the electroplated layer, and   is given by Eq. (13), t is 
the layer thickness,   is the thermal expansion coefficient,  is the Poisson’s ratio,   is a 
geometry factor which can be achieved from the FEA model.  
 ' '
1 1
2 ( )a
a g g s s
G
t E t E t
     (27) 
where '
21
E
E



  is the plane strain modulus. 
The real structure of wheel and girt cannot be infinite large compare to the electroplated 
layer, so a geometry factor will be used to modify Eq. (12). To achieve this, an FEA model has 
been built using Abaqus/CAE 6.11-1, the grit, electroplated layer and wheel have been modeled 
as a sandwich structure, the length of the structure is 350 m  and the thickness of grit and base 
is 200 ,m  the thickness of electroplated layer is 20 ,m   the element type is CPE4T which is 4 
node plane strain thermally coupled quadrilateral, bilinear displacement and temperature. Fig. 4.5 
shows the structure shear stress distribution for one cutting cycle over a 200 oC  temperature rise. 
It can be noticed that the maximum shear stress location is near the free edge of the interface 
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between CBN grit and electroplated layer which agrees well with the analytical model. With the 
assumption of defects are uniformly distributed in the interface layer during the electroplated 
process. The damage will initiate from the free edge of the interface until grit failure/pullout. The 
maximum shear stress 
max  in the interfacial layer is about 286.6 MPa for this case which is one 
order higher than the mechanical induced stress in Fig. 4.4. For simplification, the mechanical 
induced loads will be neglected in our model.  
The geometry factor in Eq. (12) calibrated from FEA model compare to analytical model 
is about 0.34.    
 
 
Figure 4.5: FEA Shear Stress Distribution of Sandwich Structure for A Cutting Cycle 
( 200 )oT C    
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4.7 Materials Fatigue Parameters Calculation 
 
      The internal grinding wear results [9] will be used for calibrating the grit-wheel interface 
fatigue constants. 
Paris’ law Eq. (2) makes life expectancy for fatigue cracks much easier and far more 
quantitative. The range of stress intensity factor K  characterizes sub-critical crack growth 
under fatigue loading. We assume that the initial cracks are uniformly distributed in the interface 
layer and the length ih  is of 0.5 .m  They are electroplating process induced flaws.  
The fracture toughness ICK  we used for the interface is 
0.56.5 .MPa m   From the grit 
pullout measurement of the internal grinding [9], during the grinding period 2353 s to 10294 s the 
accumulated pullout is about 22 grain / mm  and the average active grit is about 24.7 grain / mm .  
For the grinding period 5000 s to 20588 s, the accumulated pullout is still about 22 grain / mm , 
however, the average active grit increases to 2grain /5 86 mm.   due to more grit engaged. More 
active grit will lower interface temperature change which will provide a better grit pullout life. 
The shear stress range   for these two cases in Eq. (2) can be calculated from Eq. (12). Thus, 
with the known fN  we can get the interface fatigue constant
124.851C e  and 3.m  With the 
knowledge of C and m, the grit pullout life can be achieved by Eq. (2) following the maximum 
interface shear stress calculation steps. 
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4.8 Life Expectancy Modeling Results 
 
Our model describes a group of active grit pullout at the same time. From the experiment 
of Shi et al. [9], after 20% grit of a CBN grinding wheel get pullout, more of the grinding specific 
energy will spend on plowing and sliding which will deteriorate the surface finishing. Thus, we 
assume that when 20% grit of a CBN grinding wheel get pullout, the grinding wheel reaches its 
use life. 
 
4.8.1 Small Wheel for Internal Grinding Life Expectancy Modeling Results 
 
Fig. 4.6 shows the critical life of the smaller wheel for different depth of cut a  and 
workpiece speed wv in internal grinding. It shows the wheel life decreases with the increase of 
depth of cut rapidly when 1 10a m m    and then it drops steadily for 10 30 .a m m     
With the increase of workpiece speed ,wv  the life will become shorter. The experiment grinding 
wheel life for 3 , 1.15 /wa m v m s    is about 4.7 hours [9], our model showed a good 
agreement with this experiment. 
Thus, keep the process parameters in a reasonable range is highly required to achieve a 
longer grinding wheel life. 
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Figure 4.6: Internal Electroplated CBN Grinding Wheel Life Expectancy, Experiment data 
is from [9] 
 
4.8.2 Large Wheel for Surface Grinding Life Expectancy Modeling Results 
 
For surface grinding, the workpiece speed wv is much lower than cylindrical grinding, the 
plowing power plP  in Eq. (6) cannot be neglected in surface grinding. From the single grit pullout 
experiment on this large wheel, we got the initial crack length ih  is about 18 m  for the large 
wheel [12].  
Fig. 4.7 shows the critical life for different depth of cut a  and workpiece speed .wv  
Compare to the internal grinding, the wheel life increased a lot mainly for two reasons: 
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(i) The workpiece speed 
wv is much lower in surface grinding which renders a smaller chip 
formation energy .chP   
(ii) In this case, the large wheel has a larger contact area in grinding and the temperature 
change for a single grit is much lower which lowers the thermal shock effect. 
 
Figure 4.7: Surface Electroplated CBN grinding wheel life expectancy 
 
The hardness of a grinding wheel can be defined as the resistance against grit pullout. 
Grinding wheel hardness cannot be too high because grit pullout allows surrounding grit into 
cutting otherwise all active grit will become dull and lower the efficiency of grinding.  
It is important to have the knowledge of when to change a new wheel in electroplated 
CBN wheel. For an overused wheel, workpiece burns or white etching layer can happen [2].  
The grit pullout based CBN grinding wheel life expectancy model provides an easy and 
reliable approach for industry and research which will help to reduce the cost of CBN grinding 
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process. To utilize this model, one can choose working parameters, wheel characterization, 
workpiece material, etc. accordingly. 
 
4.9 Discussion and Conclusion Remarks 
 
Grinding wheel wear directly affects the workpiece surface integrity and tolerances. In 
our previous work [12], the measured interfacial adhesions strength indicates a reduction of the 
bond strength by about 35%. Thus, the bond layer is experiencing damage percolation due to the 
cyclic thermal and mechanical grinding stresses. We also observed the fatigue striations in the 
grit pullout concavity by using SEM. At the end of grinding wheel useful life, some grit has been 
pullout and the rest either has been worn down and/or fractured. This is a direct indication that 
the grit wear out process is spatially non-uniform.  
The mechanistic model development for electroplated CBN grinding wheel wear has 
been developed in this paper. It attempts to capture the grit pullout effect due to mechanical-
thermal cyclic loads. The modeling framework can be used for both cylindrical grinding and 
surface grinding. With slight modification to the energy partition equation, one can use it on 
creep feed grinding and HEDG. 
The major contributions of this life expectancy modeling are as following: 
(1) The grit pullout based model avoids the complicated analysis of real-time grit attritious 
wear and fracture which ensures a simplified approach for CBN grinding wheel life expectancy. 
(2) The model considers chip formation energy, plowing energy, wheel geometry and 
kinematics, grit size and density, coolant effect which connects the mechanistic model to the 
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process parameters. It provides a physical understanding of CBN grinding wheel wear 
mechanism. 
(3) The model will help in selecting appropriate process parameters to ensure high 
productivity and at the same time to improve machining economics with longer wheel life. 
The developed model will greatly enhance the understanding of electroplated CBN 
grinding wheel wear mechanism. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Wear and life expectancy of electroplated CBN grinding wheels are characterized based 
on topological evolution observed during grinding of nickel-based alloys.  A unique grit-
workpiece interaction process, leading to a non-uniform spatial distribution of the grit wear has 
been identified. Largest grits have been observed to pull-out rapidly, leading to load 
redistribution in the neighborhood that commences the attritious and fracture wear phase. The 
total wheel life is then constructed as the sum of pull-out life (phase I) and attritious and fracture 
wear life (phase II).  Model predictions for the total wheel life compare well to experimental 
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observations. This facilitates comparisons of different types of grinding configurations and 
design space exploration. As an example, high efficiency deep grinding (HEDG) is compared to 
traditional high speed grinding, and it is observed that HEDG configuration can deliver much 
higher material removal for the same amount of wheel wear. 
 
 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Superalloys (e.g. Nickel and titanium alloys) are widely used in jet engines and other 
aircraft components due to retaining high strength with prolonged exposure to extremely high 
temperature and pressure, high melting temperature threshold, high corrosion resistance, 
resistance to thermal fatigue, as well as thermal shock and creep [1,2]. As a result of such high 
strength, nickel alloys are difficult to machine and surface grind, with grinding depth about 
1/20th that of steels [3,4]. Rapid tool wear commences, with the associated deterioration of 
surface finishing quality and increased grinding force and power. These issues lead to the 
occasional identification of the white etch layer, during the grinding of nickel alloys [4, 11]. 
Cubic boron nitride (CBN) grinding wheels are an industrially attractive and long-term 
stable option for hard-to-machine metallic alloys, due to their low cost, high productivity, high 
reliability, and reduced thermal damage. This is combined with superior workpiece surface finish 
and increased machining induced surface compressive residual stresses owing to increased depth 
of cut [1-5]. Electroplated CBN wheels also provide an improved grinding performance over 
conventional grinding wheels, without the need to retrofit existing conventional machines [6-7]. 
Furthermore, compared to galvanically bonded CBN wheels, in which two-thirds or more of the 
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grit height has been covered by a metal matrix, single layer electroplated CBN grinding wheels 
exhibit higher bond strength, larger grit protrusion and more uniform grit distribution, and 
thereby facilitate larger depth of cut [8]. Compared with brazed CBN grinding wheels, 
electroplated CBN wheels are fabricated at near ambient temperature (~60
o C ) with no thermally 
induced residual stress in the bond layer. In contrast, the heating effect during brazing will affect 
the wheel roundness and tolerance [9]. Despite these benefits, a key limitation of the monolayer 
electroplated CBN grinding wheel, is the inability to be dressed, requiring the high replacement 
cost, before reaching its end life [10]. Thermal loads are also critical in limiting the wheel life, 
especially for the high-efficiency deep grinding (HEDG) process, and the associated high 
material removal rate [7]. In practice, the CBN wheels reache the end of life when the grits wear 
to an empirically predetermined level associated with the increase of the grinding power.  
Several studies have focused on the grinding wheel wear to better understand the 
progressive failure process. For electroplated diamond wheels utilized in high speed grinding of 
silicon nitride, Hwang et al. [14, 15] showed the effect of higher wheel speed on increasing the 
wear rate and the deterioration of surface finish. Continued grit dulling and progressive increase 
of grinding forces and specific energy lead to the end of wheel life. An abrasive total sliding 
length per unit material removal rate was established to assess the wheel radial wear. The wheel 
topology was characterized in terms of active cutting grits and wear flat areas. The grinding force 
and power are proportional to the wear flat area [15].  For electroplated CBN grinding wheels 
utilized in both surface and internal cylindrical grinding at different process parameters, Shi et al. 
[16] characterized the wheel radial wear process by an initial transient at a progressively 
decreasing rate, arising from grit pullout. Steady-state wear is maintained by grit attritious wear 
and fracture. The grinding power is observed to increase with the progressive increase of the 
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wheel wear. Guo et al. [4] analytically correlated the grinding wheel wear with the grinding 
power consumption during the grinding of nickel alloy with plated CBN wheel. Recently, Shi et 
al. [17] improved such model by eliminating the requirement of a prior knowledge of the grit 
wear flat area and the regime of the average contact pressure. 
The grit pullout is a dominant phenomenon in the early stage of electroplated CBN grinding 
wheel wear. Grit pullout is necessary for the surrounding grit to engage in the grinding process, 
as well as for self-sharpening [18]. The critical grit pullout forces for different protrusion heights 
during grinding of nickel superalloys have been examined by Ding et al. [19, 20]. The maximum 
bending strength of the bonding layer for ideal grit geometry was modeled by using finite 
element modeling (FEM). The analysis of the grit and bonding layer showed that the brazing-
induced tensile stress in CBN grit is crucial for grit fracture. Different attritious wear level 
corresponding to different grinding stages, as well as different embedding depth into the bond 
layer have been considered. Li, et al [21, 22] developed a single CBN grit turning tool to 
measure the maximum bonding force of the electroplated layer and characterize the 
corresponding failure mode. They suggested to use sharp grain and cutting point allocated 
towards the cutting direction to reduce the probability of grit pullout. Additionally, FEM was 
used to analyze the bonding force for grit pullout. A correlation of the bonding force with 
bonding thickness and grit orientation has been established. Costes et al. [29] investigated the 
CBN tools grade optimization during Inconel 718 machining and the corresponding tool wear 
mechanisms on the rake and flank faces. They found that the dominant wear mechanisms are 
adhesion and diffusion of species from the work material to CBN due to chemical affinity. While 
there are many studies that have addressed different aspects of the wear process of CBN grinding 
wheels, however, the details of grit wear have not been sufficiently addressed to develop a 
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predictive framework for the end of life of the CBN grinding wheels and thereby averting 
expensive uncontrolled wheel degradation and failure. There remains a need for a reliable CBN 
grinding wheel life expectancy model to support productivity cost, and reduce energy and 
material usage, while minimizing the process environmental impact [12, 13]. 
 This paper provides a framework for assessment of the life cycle of electroplated CBN 
grinding wheel. Detailed topological evolution of the wheel is provided. A single grit pullout 
experimental apparatus has been developed to examine residual strength of the grit-wheel 
interface and the associated state of damage percolation. The experimental findings are used to 
develop a phenomenological model for the progressive wheel wear, including a Stage-I grit 
pullout through a Paris-law like fatigue approach, and a Stage-II grit wear through a Preston type 
wear approach. The model employs the grinding process kinematics and the thermo-mechanical 
loading due to the repetitive thermal shock at the grit-wheel interface. The model is utilized to 
project the life expectancy of electroplated CBN grinding wheel under high speed grinding, as 
well as for high efficiency deep grinding (HEDG). The work is presented in three main sections. 
Section 5.2 summarizes the experimental measurements and findings. Section 5.3 summarizes 
the model development steps. While Sec. 5.4, provides the utilization of the proposed framework 
for design domain exploration for different grinding process parameters, while maintaining a 
targeted wheel life, and averting potential damage of the workpiece. 
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Figure 5.1: (a) Sketch of a typical surface grinding process, showing the process variables. (b) 
The examined CBN grinding wheel sections, cut by water jet. 
 
5.2. Experimental Study 
 
5.2.1  Topology Evolution of CBN Grinding Wheel Surface 
 
The characteristics of CBN grinding wheel wear during grinding nickel alloys will be 
characterized from the wheel surface topology evolution [23-24]. Two sets of single layer 
electroplated CBN grinding wheels are examined for the current study. The wheels have D=250 
mm diameter and thickness 10 ,sb mm  with a single layer of 40/50 grit (355-425 m grit 
dimension). One set represents the as-received/new condition and the other is at the end-of-life 
condition, as determined by the production operation (with an immediate grinding power 
increase). Sections of 25x25 mm along the perimeter of the wheels are prepared using water jet 
cutting as shown in Fig. 5.1(b).  
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Figure 5.2: 3D topology render for the as-received CBN grinding wheel surface 
 
A non-contact 3D surface profilometer (KH-8700 HIROX Digital Microscope) is used 
for reconstruction of the wheel surface topology as shown in Fig. 5.2 for one of the as-received 
wheels. The grit protrusion height distribution of these two wheels are evaluated over a 
representative area of 
25x5mm . Fig. 5.3 shows the evolution of the distribution of the grit 
protrusion heights. The fitted trends are also shown as continuous curves. The as received wheel, 
Fig. 5.3(a) exhibits a maximum grit protrusion height of about 350 m with an average grit 
measured packing density of  
25.2mm  . The distribution of the grit protrusion height is 
approximated by a normal (Gaussian) distribution with mean height 0 220m m and standard 
deviation 0 40 .s m  The probability distribution of a given grit protrusion height x can be 
written as:  
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In contrast, the end-of-life wheel, Fig. 5.3 (b) shows a distribution that can be 
approximated by a bi-modal distribution, represented by  
 1 2( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )f h g h g h    .  (29) 
Here ig is the modal probability distribution and  is a weight parameter. For this 
bimodal character, the weight ratio is   The short protrusion height distribution 1( )g h  
has 1 120m m , 1 40s m . The large protrusion height distribution 2 ( )g h  
has 2 230m m , 2 20s m . The trend shows the CBN grinding wear evolves from a uni-modal 
to a bi-modal grit protrusion height distribution. The measured average grit protrusion height 
evolves from 220.3 m to 171 m, with an average grit wear of 49.3 m. It can be seen that the 
as-received uni-modal distribution has approximately the same average grit protrusion height as 
the large protrusion segment of the bi-modal distribution for the end-of-life wheel with 
2.om m However, this is accompanied by a narrower standard deviation, 2 0.5 .os s By 
comparing both figures, it also can be observed that about 15% of the highest grits got either 
pullout or worn down to a lower level.  It could be argued that grit pull out and fracture have 
contributed to the shorter protrusion distribution, while grit wear contributes to the taller 
protrusion distribution. In addition, the evolution of the taller distribution would give rise to 
increase workspace friction as many grits come into contact per unit area. 
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Figure 5.3: Grit protrusion height distribution with the corresponding distribution fits (solid 
curves). (a) The as-received CBN grinding wheel, showing uni-modal distribution. (b) The end-
of-life CBN grinding wheel, showing bi-modal distribution. 
 
 
Figure 5.4: SEM images of as-received CBN grinding wheel surface, showing primarily sharp 
grits “b”, some with flat faces “c” and few with fractured “d”  
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5.2.2  Assessment of Grinding Wheel Microscopic Damage  
 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were utilized to further investigate the damage 
evolution and wear of the abrasive grits and their bonding interface. Fig. 5.4 shows an overall 
view of the grit morphology of the as-received wheel, primarily exhibiting sharp cutting edges 
“b”. Other features could be identified, as fractured grit from manufacturing process “d” and a 
couple with flat faces “c”.  A higher magnification image of grits “b” and “c” are shown in Fig. 
5.4(b) and (c), showing cleaved facets with initial defects, that might act as a stress riser and 
nuclei for fatigue crack during the grinding process.  
 
Figure 5.5: (a) SEM image for end-of-life CBN grinding wheel surface, showing distribution of 
damaged sites. The marked circles highlight the extent of attritious and fracture wear 
surrounding the site of pullout grits. (b) and (c) Magnified view of sites 4 and 6, showing 
striation marks, indicative of fatigue process.  
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Morphological details of the end-of-life wheel are shown in Fig. 5.5 with different 
features of the accumulated damage.  The marked sites 1-9 highlight the pullout of cutting grits. 
Qualitatively, Fig. 5.5 enforces the role of grit pullout in grinding wheel wear process [16, 19-
22].  Fig. 5.5(b) is a magnified image of site-4, showing the topology of the failed grit/bond 
material interface with fatigue striation marks. Additionally, Fig. 5.5(c) shows a higher 
magnification site-6, clearly showing tighter fatigue striation marks on the fractured interface, 
highlighting the damage progression process under the grinding induced cyclic loading on the 
cutting grits.  It can be observed around each pulled-out grit site on Fig. 5.5(a); there is an 
extended zone (marked with dotted circle) to show the extent of damage surround this site. The 
surrounding grit damage is primarily of attritious and fracture wear. The average spacing of 
theses damage sites wherein a grit is pulled-out, is about ave = 2 mm or about 6 grit diameter. 
Each of these sites is surrounded by a damage zone having a radius about rave =0.75 mm, or about 
two grit diameters. These average representations of the damage grinding wheel imply that: (a) 
about 3% of the grits are completely pulled out, and (b) about 40% or less of the grits are 
participating in the cutting process. Accordingly, a ratio Neff might be identified for the active 
cutting grit within the wheel. The reported value of 40% is almost at the end of life. A full 
percolation equation might be needed for Neff during the entire cutting process, though it is 
beyond the scope of this work.  
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Figure 5.6: Representation of the evolution of the damage process, wherein an initial grit pullout 
commences, followed by a load redistribution to the surrounding grits within the highlighted 
damage zone.  is the average spacing between grit pullout and r is the average size of the 
damage zone.  
 
Fig. 5.6 shows a phenomenological sequence for grit activation in the grinding process. 
First, the initial cutting loads are carried out by the tallest grits, which are spaced by . This 
isolated set of grits may experience excessive initial loading and could be subjected to grit 
pullout, attritious and fracture wear. After grit pullout commences, local loads are redistributed 
to the neighboring grits occurs within a zone of radius r. This process progresses with the steady 
state attritious wear and grit fracture. With the increased wear in these zones, the damage zone 
will expand, allowing more grit to engage in the cutting process. Such increase of the grit-
workpiece contact is accompanied by the increase of grinding loading, friction and heat 
generation. As a result, the process will be terminated due to increased external motor power and 
grinding forces, wherein excessive grinding wheel wear rate will lead to workpiece burning or 
white etch layer formation [4, 11].   Such grinding wheel surface topological analysis highlights 
the combined modes of failure for the CBN grinding wheels, including fatigue-induced fracture 
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pullout of grits and progressive attritious and fracture wear. The proposed phenomenological 
models for CBN grinding wheel life expectancy embrace some of these features.  
5.2.3  Electroplated Layer Strength Test  
 
Fig. 5.5(b, c) highlight the role of fatigue induced damage progression at the grit/bond 
line interface. Accordingly, the strength of the electroplating layer should be examined at 
different stage of its life cycle. A single grit pullout device is developed and utilized for this 
analysis.  Fig. 5.7 shows the details of the developed apparatus. The chuck can hold a diamond 
anvil or a steel tool to the frame. A section of the wheel surface can be fixed on a computerized 
three-axis stage fitted with two-axis load cells to manipulate the sample. The diamond anvil/steel 
tool is brought into contact with a single grit via 20X optical microscope, while concurrently 
limiting the normal and tangential contact loads to 20 N. Fig. 5.8 shows a sequence of images for 
the single grit pullout process: (a) moving the tool down, (b) achieving contact from the side of a 
grit, (c) moving the horizontal stage to load the grit. Grit rotation can be observed (the color of 
the grit becomes lighter due to light reflection). And (d) Grit continues to be extracted with the 
continuous drop of the recorded loads. 
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Figure 5.7: Experimental setup for grit pullout experiment. The device permits the measurements 
of the normal and tangential forces required to pullout a grit from the bond layer. 
 
The normal and tangential forces are recorded during each test. The remaining grit 
impression area is measured afterward via 3D surface profilometer. The failure normal and shear 
stress are calculated from the maximum measured forces divided by the grit impression area. the 
average interfacial normal and shear strength were 290±14 MPa, and 836±15 MPa for the as-
received wheel, and 124±5 MPa, and 583±37 MPa for the end-of-life wheel respectively. The 
average bonding strength was reduced by about 35 % after the grinding process. This is an 
indication of damage percolation within the electroplating bond layer due to the cyclic thermal 
and mechanical grinding loads. Such reduction of bond strength will be utilized to assess the 
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critical flaw size for both the as-received state and the end-of life state, as will be discussed in 
Sec. 5.3.1.4. 
 
 
Figure 5.8: Sequence of optical images highlighting the grit pullout process 
 
It should be noted that these length scales may not be interpreted as individual crack 
length, but rather a measure of cluster of initial defects. Additionally, the electroplated layer 
thickness of a grinding wheel is typically optimized to ensure suitable bond strength, while 
avoiding shielding of a large percentage of grit cutting edges for a large depth of cut. The 
electroplated layer has a high tensile residual stress from the electroplating process, which might 
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also lead to reduction in the bond fatigue life. Such effect has to be further examined for a 
variety of bond-line thicknesses relative to the grit diameter. 
 
5.3.   Modeling Approach 
 
The examination of the wheel surface topology, highlighted in Fig. 5.6, might suggest a 
pathway to account for the different stages of the CBN grinding wheel failure process in 
progressive steps. Initially, tall grits will experience an initial overload, leading to accelerated 
fatigue failure of the interface.  Once tall grits are pulled out, local load redistribution to the 
surrounding grits will commence, leading to a steady wear process. The fatigue process is 
represented by a Paris-law like relationship, while the wear process is represented by Preston-
type law. The measured experimental data and those published elsewhere [16] are utilized in 
calibrating the full model. Details of the model are elaborated next.  
 
5.3.1  Stage I: Fatigue Based Grit Pullout Model 
 
 Grit pullout is a dominant phenomenon in the early stage of CBN grinding wheel wear 
[11, 16]. Based on the microscopic observation and single grit pullout tests, a grit pullout 
mechanistic model has been developed, utilizing Paris-law like power law relationship between 
accumulated damage to failure and the grit-loads arising from the cutting process. The molding 
framework is highlighted in the flowchart of Fig. 5.9.  The grit loads were calculated from the 
combination of the process kinematics and the grinding power to estimate the resulting stress. 
Utilizing the process parameters, and grinding wheel property and dimensions, the calculations 
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were carried out in four sequential steps; (i) estimating the grinding power, (ii) partitioning of the 
grinding power to thermal loads on the cutting grits, (iii) evaluation of thermo-mechanical 
stresses on the cutting grits, and (iv) estimation of the fatigue life for the grit-bond interface. The 
details of the process kinematics, grinding power and thermal stress evaluation are calculated in 
the following steps. 
 
 
Figure 5.9: Model flow chart structure for life estimation of grit pull-out 
 
5.3.1.1  Grinding wheel process kinematics and power  
 
A typical surface grinding process has been shown in Fig. 5.1(a), the grinding wheel is 
characterized by its diameter D, width bs, grit density per unit area   and grit dimension dg. The 
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kinematics of the grinding process is characterized by the grinding wheel speed linear speed 
sV ,  
workpiece linear speed 
wV , and the depth of cut .a  From the cutting geometry, the contact length 
between the wheel and the work piece, 
g
  is given by 
                                           
 g aD   (30) 
The corresponding contact cA , or the grinding process zone will be             
 c g sA b   (31) 
 The total power consumption, P  in a grinding process can be thought of as a 
combination of the total power required for chip formation, chP , sliding friction between grits and 
workpiece, grit induced local material plowing, plP  [4, 11]. For a new CBN grinding wheel with 
sharp grit and negligible wear-induced flat area, the frictional power can be safely neglected [4, 
11]. The chip formation power, chP  depends on the chip formation specific energy, chU  and the 
rate of material removal, V  such that: 
 
ch ch s w chP V U a b V U   .  (32) 
             The chip formation specific energy 
chU  can be estimated from the tangential cutting 
force, t cF  and the grinding velocity ratio, such that: 
 
t c s
ch
s w
F V
U
a b V
 
  
 
 . (33) 
 
tcF  can be monitored during the grinding process. Or alternatively, if the specific energy 
for chip formation is known, the tangential forces could be predicted. The plowing power, plP  is 
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the required power to overcome the abrasive-induced plastic deformation into the workpiece (i.e. 
plowing deformation), before the abrasive initially cuts into the workpiece. The plowing power 
can be estimated from the plowing force, plF and the wheel linear speed sV .  Accordingly, the 
total grinding power will be, 
 ch pl s w ch pl sP P P a b V U F V      (34) 
 
5.3.1.2  Grinding process thermal aspects  
 
The consumed grinding power is typically dissipated as heat flux, Q  which is being 
conducted to both workpiece, wQ , and grinding wheel, sQ , as well as being carried by 
convection through the cooling fluid, cQ . Since the CBN grits has a higher thermal conductivity 
than workpiece,  sQ will be much higher than wQ , compared to conventional abrasives (e.g. 
Al2O3). The total grinding heat flux can be expressed as the grinding power per unit area, such 
that, 
                                                 w s c
s g
P
Q Q Q Q
b
    .                                                     (8) 
Energy portioning ratios are typically utilized to describe the relative amplitude for each 
of these quantities as a function of the process parameters. The ratio of wQ  to sQ  is defined 
by wR [26], such that 
 
1
0
0.97
1 ,
gw
w w w w w
w s w s
kQ
R k c
Q Q r V
 


 
    
   
 . (9) 
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Where  
gk  is the thermal conductivity of CBN grit and w  is the transient thermal 
property of workpiece , described in terms of  thermal conductivity,
wk  , density, w  , and heat 
capacity, wc . 0r  is the contact radius of the grit. For atypical grinding process parameters with 
CBN wheel, wR  is about 10%. The ratio sQ  toQ   is similarly defined by sR , such that 
s
s
Q
R
Q
 .                                                                (10) 
For a typical machining process with cooling fluid entering at ambient temperature 
(~25oC) and leaving in extreme cases near the boiling temperature (~100oC) and flow rate 
around 5 liters/min, the ratio sR  is calculated to be around 60% [11]. While sQ represents the 
average heat flux into the grinding wheel, heat is conducted only through the active cutting grits 
within the cutting zone. For an   grit packing density, and effN active grit ratio, the average 
actual heat flux through a cutting grit, gQ  will be,   
s
g
eff
Q
Q
N
 .                                                            (11) 
The temperature rise in each active grit can be estimated by considering that gQ  is 
imposed on the active cutting grit through its contact with the workpiece only. For each cutting 
cycle, the grit/workpiece contact time is g sV . From the solution of one dimensional heat 
conduction, the average increase in the grit temperature gT  is;  
 ,
g g
g g g g g
g s
Q
T k c
V
 

     (12) 
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Here, 
g is the transient thermal property of CBN grit, with all other parameters as 
defined in Eq. (9). CBN has 
241g kJ K s m  . Using the geometric details of the examined 
CBN grinding wheels,  Fig. 5.10 shows 
gT estimates according to Eq. (12) for a range of the 
process parameters. It is no surprise that 
gT  is linear with the cutting depth as the total power 
P is also liner with a, according to Eq. (7).  
 
 
 
Figure 5.10: Estimates of grit temperature increase under different cutting conditions with a CBN 
electroplated grinding wheel. 
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5.3.1.3  Bond-line stresses  
 
From the workpiece viewpoint, Eq. (7) divides the total energy into cutting and plowing 
segments. However, from the grit viewpoint, the total grinding energy arises from a tangential 
force, tF  on the cutting grits such that,  
t sP F V .     (13) 
  Such tangential force is carried by the active cutting grits  effN  within the grinding 
process zone, cA . For an average grit diameter, gd , the mechanical loading-induced shear stress 
will be given by, 
                             2
4t
Mech
eff c g
F
N A d

 
                                                     (14) 
For the range of process parameters,  Mech is in the range of 10-30MPa, which might not 
represent a significant amplitude for the cyclic loads on the cutting grits. In contrast the grit is 
subject to very high cyclic temperature that would result in a significant thermomechanical 
cyclic stress at the interface. Using finite element modeling to calculate the interface stresses, 
the shear stress at edge of the grit/bond-line interface is on the order of 400MPa for a 
200ogT C   [24]. The shear stress distribution at the interface in a tri-layer of a grit/bond 
line/wheel hub structure is given analytically for a 2D case [27, 28]. In order to calculate the 
thermal stresses for each cutting cycle, we consider the grit, electroplated layer and grinding 
wheel as a three-layer structure. The interfacial shear stress at the free edge Therm  
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   (15) 
Here subscripts g, s, b denotes grit, wheel and bond-line respectively.    is a geometric 
factor that scales the 2-D analytical solution with the FEM full prediction, here 0.34   [24]. 
G is the composite tri-layer modulus. G  is the shear modulus and E  is the plane strain modulus 
 21E E   .  h is respective layer thicknesses,   is the thermal expansion coefficient,   is 
the Poisson’s ratio.  
To put the role of Mech and Therm  in prospective, Fig. 5.11 shows the variation of both 
quantities as a function of the process parameters. Fig. 5.11 highlights the significance of 
Therm which is almost 3-5 folds greater than those induced by the mechanical cutting forces. In 
addition, for the HEDG process, they have an order of magnitude difference, with Therm  
approaching the shear yield strength of the bond line material. Such level of thermally induced 
stresses might render the failure process to be accelerated high strain amplitude fatigue process.   
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the magnitude of interfacial shear stress at the grit/bond-line 
interface, arising from the mechanical cutting process and from the thermal cycling of the cutting 
grits. 
 
5.3.1.4  Bond-line damage evolution through Paris-fatigue type accumulated 
failure  
 
The observed fatigue striation marks on Fig. 5.5(b) and (c) highlight the role of 
progressive damage evolution at the grit/interface under the applied cyclic grinding loads. Such 
progressive damage requires mechanistic description for its constitutive relation as a function of 
the process parameters. In the current study, a Paris-law [25] type formulation is utilized to 
arrive at the life expectancy of individual abrasive grit, leading to full pullout. Typically, for a 
pristine material, one might consider the enucleation and propagation stages of fatigue failure. 
However, for the current grit/bond-line interfaces, there exists ample array of defects either on 
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the cutting grit itself, or on the grit/bond-line interface from the electroplating process. Thus for 
this analysis, we will focus only on the propagation stage of the defect at the interface.  In such 
formulation, the damage evolution is related to the cyclic stresses through,   
  2 2
m
m
eff
da
C K C c
dN
        (16) 
Here, C  and m are the Paris-law material parameters, Keff is the cyclic effective stress 
intensity factor and   is a geometric factor of order unity. In this formulation, the crack length c 
either represents a single interfacial crack, or a representation of damage percolation parameter 
with distributed nano- or micro-void growth [27]. The Paris law constants were calibrated using 
the progressive grit pull out measurement by Shi and Malkin [16] Details of the analysis can be 
found in [24] with 4.85 12C E   and m=3 for nickel bond-line. Integration of Eq. (16) yields 
the mean-time to failure of individual grit, fN .  
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  (17) 
The mean-time to failure is controlled by process parameters and thermal loads through 
 and   as well as the initial defect state ci (dictated by the manufacturing condition of a 
new wheel) and the final defect state cf (dictated by the interfacial fracture toughness).  
The measured degradation of the bond strength, discussed in Sec. 5.2.3, is utilized to 
assess the critical flaw size for both the as-received state and the end-of life state. The interfacial 
fracture toughness for nickel electroplating is about 6.5CK MPa m . From the measured 
critical strength of the grit-bond interface and utilizing the principal of fracture mechanics 
 K c    the damage parameters were found to be 18ic m and 43 .fc m With such 
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information about the microstructure evolution of damage, and knowing the details of the 
machining process, the thermo-mechanical life prediction model, represented by Eq. (17) has the 
potential to provide estimates for the mean-life to failure for grit pullout.  
 
5.3.2  Stage II: Phenomenological Steady State Grit Wear Model  
 
After grit pullout commences due to the initial progressive fatigue process, local load 
redistribution to the neighboring grits occurs. This process progresses through steady state 
attritious wear and grit fracture. One modeling approach would be able to address the full 
statistical distribution of the number of active cutting grits,  f h as represented by Eq. (1) and 
develop evolution equations for the particle distribution height,  ,f h t , approaching those 
representation of Eq. (2) of a grinding wheel at the end of life. In such framework, the number of 
active cutting grits  effN t , as well as the details of the local normal load sharing  ,nF h t  will 
be all state variables. However, a simpler approximate approach is to utilize representative 
means of these quantities.  Shi and Malkin [16] have presented extensive experimental details for 
the wear rate h on a variety of CBN wheels with different grit size and process parameters. The 
wear rate of contacting surfaces has been expressed in a general framework by Preston [30] and 
thereafter by Archard [31] as a function of the relative slip velocity and the applied contact 
pressure to the surface hardness ratio. Either of the framework is phenomenological with a fitting 
scaling parameter with the experimental observation. A similar approach is employed here to 
evaluate h , utilizing the kinematics of the process, through estimating the average normal force 
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per grit, 
ngF , and the wheel velocity sV . As the grit is exposed to the workpiece, a wear layer of 
thickness proportional to 
ngF , width equivalent to gd  and sustain length of s gV D , such that, 
                   Volumtric Wear Rate
ng g s
ggrit
o
F V
d
H D


                                                    
(18) 
Here, 
oH is the grit surface hardness,  is the chip relative curvature and scales with the 
wheel diameter  1 D . The ratio g D  is the percentage of grit exposure per cycle. The 
force per grit, can be calculated from the grinding normal force, nF  and grit area density  such 
that, 
n
ng
g s eff
F
F
b N
                                                  (19) 
Typically, the tangential force tF is proportional to the normal force, nF through the 
macroscopic coefficient,  . For CBN grinding of nickel with typical cooling conditions,  is 
about 0.27 [4]. Using Eq. (6), nF  can be expressed as a function of chU ,  
                          s ch wn
s
a b U V
F
V
 
 
 
.                                                   (20) 
Combining Eqs. (18-20) and noting that 21 gd ,  and consider grit wear area scales 
with 2gd  then  h will be given by;                    
                              
2
ch
g w
o eff
U
h a d V
H N D


 
    
 
.                                         (21)    
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The bracketed quantity is akin to the workpiece and grinding wheel material properties 
and geometry. The scalar   is a proportionality constant, calibrated experimentally. The other 
parameters represent the condition of the grinding process. It is interesting to note that the grit 
wear rate has a linear dependence on the depth of cut, grit size and the workpiece speed. It is also 
interesting to note that h  is independent of the wheel speed, sV . A large group of measurement 
for steady state wheel wear rate is plotted on Fig. 5.12 against the parameter group, 
g wa d V  . A 
clear correlation can be observed, with correlation coefficient of 0.96.  
For life assessment of Stage-II attritious wear, a limit is set using the grit size 
distribution, shown in Fig. 5.3. A limit of 25% reduction of the highest grit would approximately 
represent the end of life of the CBN grinding wheel. 
 
Figure 5.12: Comparison of the experimental measurement [16] of the grit wear rate on the 
process parameters, and the developed phenomenological mode for different CBN electroplated 
wheels 
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5.4.  Results and Discussion 
 
5.4.1  Regular high speed surface grinding wheel life expectancy  
 
The developed life prediction model is utilized to explore the process domain for 
electroplated CBN wheel, having the geometry and grit density discussed in Sec. 5.2. A surface 
grinding operation is explored for a wheel linear speed of 150sV m s , and a range of  
workpiece speed 200 400wV mm s  , and depth of cut 3 30a m  . The modeling results are 
shown in Fig. 5.13 (a-c), for the Stage-I of grit pullout, Stage-II of attritious wear and the 
corresponding estimates of the total life.  For estimating the life during stage Stage-II, the 
maximum wear is set to 25% of the largest grit height, according to the grit height distribution 
observed on a wheel at its end-of-life. Within the examined parameter set, Stage-I represent 
about a third of the wheel life. In addition, the grit pullout is more sensitive to the depth of cut as 
it drops with almost an order of magnitude for the examined range of the depth of cut. Though, 
the Stage-II life dropped by a factor of 3 only for the same operating range. An important 
implication of the observed trend is that Stage-II would be more important in controlling the life 
expectancy of the grinding wheel at extreme depth of cuts and feed speed, wherein the Stage-I 
life would represent about 10% of the total wheel life. For such case of a depth of cut 
30a m and 400wV mm s  (the most aggressive case in this case), the total wheel life is about 
500 hours.  
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Figure 5.13: Model prediction results for high speed surface grinding operation. (a) Grit Pullout 
life. (b) Grit attritious and fracture wear life. (c) Accumulated wheel total life. 
 
5.4.2  HEDG wheel life expectancy 
 
HEDG is widely used operation for aerospace components grinding since it provides high 
material remove rate, accompanied with reduced thermal damage. In this study a surface 
grinding model with the wheel linear speed 150 ,sV m s  and a range of workpiece speed 
200 400wV mm s  , and depth of cut 0.1 0.5a mm   are utilized. The modeling results are 
shown in Fig. 5.14 (a-c) for the Stage-I of grit pullout, Stage-II of attritious wear and the 
corresponding estimates of the total life.  It can be seen that the grinding wheel life is reduced 
significantly with the increase of  a and wV . The total time of Stage-I is quite short and is within 
few hours, owing to the aggressive depth of cut and the increased thermal loads. Stage-I 
represents less than 2% of the total life to failure and thereby, could be safely ignored. On the 
other hand, Stage-II life showed a gradual change with the process parameters, as can be 
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predicted from the linear dependence of the wear rate. For a depth of cut 0.5a mm and 
400wV mm s , the total wheel life is about 100 hrs.  
To compare the performance of HEDG and high speed surface grinding processes, the 
material removal rate per unit life is plotted on Fig. 5.15. While Figs. 5.13 and 5.14 suggests that 
HEDG has a shorter life span, however they almost two order of magnitude improvements in 
total material removal compared to high speed surface grinding operation.   
 
Figure 5.14: Model prediction results for HEDG grinding operation. (a) Grit Pullout life. (b) Grit 
attritious wear and fracture wear life. (c) Accumulated wheel total life. 
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Figure 5.15: Normalized material removal per unit wheel life, showing the HEDG operation (b) 
has almost two order of magnitude improvements compared to high speed surface grinding (a). 
 
5.5.  Discussion and Concluding Remarks 
 
High speed grinding with cubic boron nitride (CBN) wheels are industrially attractive 
options for hard-to-machine metallic alloys, due to their low cost, reliability, reduced thermal 
damage and superior workpiece surface finish. However, thermal issues and transient behavior of 
the grinding wheel wear directly affect the workpiece surface integrity and tolerances. This paper 
investigates the topological evolution of an electroplated CBN grinding wheel, characterization 
of its wear and life expectancy, when utilized in nickel-based alloy grinding. Depth profiling, 
digital microscopy and scanning electron microscopy are utilized to investigate topological 
evolution and mechanisms of grit failure. The results are used to elucidate the topology evolution 
of the grinding wheel surface. It is found that largest grits (representing about 3% of the total 
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grits) are pulled out rapidly, commencing load redistribution in its neighborhood, with localized 
rapid grit wear. It is found that about 40% or less are engaged in the grinding process.  
The unique experimental findings are used to develop a novel phenomenological model 
for the progressive wheel wear, including the combination of grit pullout (Stage I) and grit wear 
(Stage II).  For Stage-I, the model employs the grinding kinematics, thermal shock to the grit-
wheel interface, Paris law type fatigue approach. For Stage-II, Preston type wear approach is 
employed.   The modeling framework is utilized to infer electroplated CBN grinding wheel life 
expectancy for traditional high speed grinding and high efficiency deep grinding (HEDG) 
processes. 
The model prediction has shown that HEDG process inherently possesses shorter life 
span for the wheel. However, when the total material removed per unit wheel life, the HEDG 
operation exhibited an outstanding performance with almost two order of magnitude 
improvements, when compared to the high speed surface grinding.  The developed modelling 
framework provides the process design domain for different grinding process parameters, while 
maintaining a targeted wheel life, and averting potential damage of the workpiece.  
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CHAPTER VI 
 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS  
 
In this thesis, a mechanistic understanding and modeling framework is provided for the 
paired polishing process and the life expectancy of CBN electroplated grinding wheels, under 
different service conditions. The next two sections summarize the main findings of these 
investigations.  
Paired polishing process: In Chapter 2 material removal characterization of a Paired 
polishing prototype has been investigated for multi-wavelength planarization by combining 
strengths of grinding and polishing, the non-uniform presure from the vertical polishing wheels 
can improve the pad glazing effect induced high surface waviness. The mechanistic material 
removal model employs the details of the contact mechanics at the grit scale, the abrasive grit 
kinematics and the macroscopic contact of the polishing wheel/wafer. The model shows the role 
of the process parameters on the evolution of MRR as well as surface roughness. The results 
show a Preston-type dependence on the applied pressure and relative slip velocity, with the 
Preston proportionality constant being defined by the material and process parameters. 
Moreover, the model shows the material removal is dependent on the obliqueness ratio of wheel 
rotational to feed speed (Vs / Vf) for the PPP process, in an asymptotic form, which scales with 
the workpiece surface hardness. In particular, the combined experimental and modeling results 
show the unique features of the PPP to trade the applied force with the velocity ratio to attain the 
same targeted MRR with the reduced surface roughness. Additionally, they show the proper 
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obliqueness ratio s fV V  domain of operation for continued enhancement of the MRR, with the 
promise of utilizing the transverse feed speed over wheel spinning speed ratio to enhance MRR 
and waviness reduction over different wavelengths. The developed mechanistic material remove 
model provides a guidance for a multiscale modeling approach to Chemical mechanical 
planarization process. 
Electroplated CBN Grinding wheel life expectancy: In Chapters 3-5, the topological 
evolution of an electroplated CBN grinding wheel, characterization of its wear and life 
expectancy, when utilized in nickel-based alloy grinding have been investigated. A unique grit-
workpiece interaction process, leading to a non-uniform spatial distribution of the grit wear has 
been identified. Additionally, single grit pullout experiments have been conducted to assess the 
residual strength of the grit-wheel interface and the associated state of damage percolation. It is 
found that when 20% grit is pulled out, load redistribution commences in its neighboring domain, 
with localized rapid grit wear. The unique experimental findings are used to develop a novel 
phenomenological model for the progressive wheel wear, including grit pullout and grit wear. 
The model employs the grinding kinematics, thermal shock to the grit-wheel interface, Paris law 
type fatigue approach to infer electroplated CBN grinding wheels’ life expectancy for High 
speed CBN grinding which is crucial and widely used in aerospace components especially nickel 
alloys parts precision finishing. 
The unique experimental findings are used to develop a novel phenomenological model 
for the progressive wheel wear, including the combination of grit pullout (Stage I) and grit wear 
(Stage II).  For Stage-I, the model employs the grinding kinematics, thermal shock to the grit-
wheel interface, Paris law type fatigue approach. For Stage-II, Preston type wear approach is 
employed.   The modeling framework is utilized to infer electroplated CBN grinding wheel life 
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expectancy for traditional high speed grinding and high efficiency deep grinding (HEDG) 
processes. 
The model prediction has shown that HEDG process inherently possesses shorter life 
span for the wheel. However, when the total material removed per unit wheel life, the HEDG 
operation exhibited an outstanding performance with almost two order of magnitude 
improvements, when compared to the high speed surface grinding.  The developed modelling 
framework provides the process design domain for different grinding process parameters, while 
maintaining a targeted wheel life, and averting potential damage of the workpiece.  
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APPENDIX   
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF 3D FRACTURE SURFACE FOR ENHANCED 
FORENSIC MATCHING 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
This study investigated the underlying scientific basis for forensic analysis of 
fractured and torn surfaces, by employing spectral analysis of 3D fracture surface topography 
measurements to associate or to differentiate fracture surfaces in the performance of physical 
comparisons.  This quantitative approach has the potential to enhance the ability of forensic 
scientists to capture, visualize and analyze fracture patterns, and possibly provide new 
methodologies for trace evidence. We incorporated an understanding of material failure 
mechanisms with digital image analysis, to construct protocols for the association (or 
exclusion) of pairs of surfaces.  The topography of a fracture surface is dependent on the 
ratio of the local material resistance to fracture vs. the local stress state, and this relationship 
can be used to forensically compare fracture surfaces. The implementation of this study 
includes applying image enhancement to decrease image noise; applying 2D Fast Fourier 
Transformation (2D-FFT) to the fracture images obtained by standard non-contact 3D optical 
interferometer. This analysis is self-calibrated for fracture-feature-characteristics 
identification. This research study provided the establishment of a quantitative Figure of 
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Merit (FOM) and an acceptance/ rejection criteria based on variance of spectral distributions 
of fracture surface features that can be used in the comparison of two fracture surfaces. 
 
 
A.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The fracture or torn surface matching process is “the examination of two or more 
objects either through physical, optical, or photographic means which permits one to 
conclude whether the objects were either one entity or were held or bonded together in a 
unique arrangement.”  Traditional forensic investigative methods utilize visual observations 
to compare the fracture surfaces of materials from crime scenes to determine if two separate 
pieces of material can possibly belong to the same origin.  This determination is 
accomplished by visually aligning matching macroscopic features then using a low powered 
microscope to confirm the match using the same surface features viewed more closely.  
Conventional matching of the fracture surfaces utilizes physical characteristics of the 
fracture, such as shape, color, and other surface features [1-4]. Physical matching is a 
realistic and tangible individualization that supports uniqueness, it has established facts on a 
definitive basis providing firm leads benefitting criminal investigation. Seeking remedial 
measures would benefit forensic science practice and criminal investigation [5]. A match is 
determined when the corresponding features are found on both the top and bottom sides of 
the fracture surface. The surface of the fractured article carries very rich fracture patterns, 
which reflect the way a fracture happened.  Under an applied force, such as bending or 
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twisting, voids or microcracks grow and propagate through the microstructure of the 
material.  Fracture surfaces can exhibit brittle cleavage or ductile tearing features [6-8].   
A few studies have attempted a systematic effort to establish a basis for match. Tsach 
et al. [9] observed for tearing under repeated tensile conditions, yielded differing contours for 
lengths greater than 1 cm for their chosen materials. Such method should utilize the wealth of 
the knowledge base for materials microstructure and the fracture process zone characteristics. 
Chu et al. [10] established a model for the automatic and objective counting of consecutive 
matching striae. The position and shape information of the striae on the bullet land is 
represented by a feature profile, which is used for the consecutive matching striae 
calculation. Bjelland et al. [11] used Approximate Hash Based Matching (Fuzzy Hashing) to 
identify complex and unstructured data that has a certain amount of byte-level similarity. 
They presented three modes of operation for approximate matching: searching, streaming and 
clustering. Bernitz and Stols [12] investigated metric discrepancy caused by deformation of 
the evidence. They found that pattern association analysis of evidence will not be affected by 
minimal amounts of deformation and can be explained by a pattern association analysis. Patil 
and Kulkarni [13] presented a technique for rotation and intensity invariant automatic 
shoeprint matching. They used Gabor transformation to achieve multi-resolution features of a 
shoeprint and used Radon transformation to deal with the image rotation. However, Radon 
transformation is not very efficient method. Sasaoka et al. [14] used 2D-FFT for 
discrimination of kraft tapes, which is a kind of adhesive packing tape. They applied power 
spectrum to obtain information about the spatial periodicity. They successfully classified 50 
commercially products into 26 groups which demonstrate this method is convenient, fast and 
non-destructive. Heikkinen et al. [15] used 3D imaging method for matching 2-mm thick 
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wires which shows advantage over 2D imaging. Spotts et al. [16] investigated angle of 
incidence of physical toolmarks identification by using a 3D optical profilometer. Senin et al. 
[17] shows 3D surface topography can play many relevant roles in firearm identification 
through ballistic fingerprinting. Enhanced images can go beyond the capabilities of optical 
observation of the real specimen. 
When a metallic article is loaded with an applied force, the microscopic granular 
aggregates of the material, experience increasing normal and shear stresses on a preferred 
orientation and direction of the crystalline aggregate. Permanent local plastic deformation 
and cracking within the article commences when the local shear and normal stresses due to 
the applied forces reaches the critical material resistance for shear deformation and fracture. 
The complex jagged trajectory of a macro-crack through a given forensic article as that 
shown in Fig. A.1(a), sometimes can be used to recognize a “match” an examiner or even by 
a layperson on a jury.  However, experiences, understanding, and judgments are needed by 
an expert, within a community of fracture experts, to be able to make reliable examination 
decisions using comparative microscopy and tactile pattern match, as shown in Fig. A.1(b) 
for the pair of fracture surfaces.  Indeed, the microscopic details of the crack edges on the 
observation surface of Fig. A.1(a, b) cannot be directly linked to a pair of fractured surfaces 
except by a highly experienced examiner. To this end, the microscopic details of the fracture 
surface, similar to those of Fig. A.1(c) are examined qualitatively and quantitatively and 
linked to a given pair of fractured surfaces.  Although, not fully utilized or characterized, the 
topography of the fracture surfaces carries many details of microscopic features that are 
controlled by the synergistic fracture mechanisms, and dictated by material intrinsic 
microstructure, its mechanical properties, as well as the details of the loading history that led 
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to the fracture event. Development of analytical tools and quantitative measure for fracture 
topography such as those depicted in Fig. A.1(c) will be the focus of this paper. 
 
 
 
Figure A.1: Association of fragments. (a) Visual Jig saw match of the macroscopic 
crack trajectory. (b) Tactile pattern match with comparative microscopy. (c) SEM analysis of 
the microscopic details of the tortuous path of a crack through or around the microstructure’s 
grains, showing the microscopic features of the fracture surface. Greatest impact of proposed 
work is to correlate zone [I] with zone [II], through the microscopic feature details. 
 
The implementation in this paper includes analysis of the corresponding frequency 
spectra of the 2D line showing different topographic signatures with the potential to provide 
a discriminating distribution of fracture event features on the surface such as river marks and 
other material feature characteristics. 2D spectral analysis formulations are used to improve 
differentiation and separation between the true positive and true negative comparisons. A 
quantitative FOM and acceptance/rejection criteria has been used in the comparison. It 
focuses on gathering data representative of the material grain size distribution, and the void 
and dimple scale of the fracture process zone. This paper discusses primary efforts in 
identifying the population of metal fragments, of those alloys processed under conditions 
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typical for knifes. In principle, the method presented here is very general and can be applied 
to metallic, polymeric, glass and ceramic fragments, especially since it can be self-calibrated 
for each new class of materials to establish the base-line and will be discussed in later 
section. The framework presented has the potential to help determine the likelihood that 
certain broken pieces would/not match the broken piece found at the crime scene. 
 
 
A.2 Experimental Methodology 
 
 A.2.1 Sample Generation 
 
A set of ten knives T1-T10 (Fig. A.2) were broken with bending as pairs of tip-base 
combination for each sample. Each knife was of the same brand and model and was 
purchased from the same manufacturer, Chicago Cutlery at the same time, to minimize 
variability in the manufacturing process. They were single, serrated edged knives, 
approximately 21 cm in length. This set represents the variability of the microstructure of 
within the knife cross section due to the manufacturing process and the variability in the 
external loading.  The effect of the non-uniform microstructure within the fracture surface 
was examined to evaluate the technique generality and its ability for intrinsic self-calibration. 
In particular, pry tools and knives exhibit microstructural changes over the same cross-
section due to the interplay of thermo-mechanical treatment during production with cross-
section geometric non-uniformities. In Fig. A.3, the knife blade has a refined microstructure 
compared to the knife spine. Such variability of microstructure poses the challenges of, (i) 
differentiating the fracture topography of section “A” from that of section “C”, and (ii) 
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understanding the artifacts of the fracture surface that leads to sufficient quantity and quality 
of information that supports a decision of a conclusion of exclusion or association. 
Each sample has undergone controlled bending utilizing the fixture depicted in Fig. A.4(a). 
The fixture enables the application of preset loading direction, inducing pure bending, 
mimicking true forensic conditions. The handles of the knives were cut off leaving 
approximately 5.5 cm of the blade from base to tip. The tips were then inserted into a vice 
about 2.5 cm. By using a pair of vice grips, each sample was bent to 60 degrees. Most 
samples fractured at that point, although some required to be bent back the other direction 
and usually fractured at approximately 30 degrees. The knife fractured into two pieces 
(labeled as the base and the tip). Once fractured, every sample was handled with gloves as if 
it were forensic evidence, taking care not to touch or damage the fracture surface in anyway. 
Scanning electric microscope (SEM) was used to analyze the fracture surface topography. 
The fracture surface topographic features are shown in Fig. A.4(b) and the details of 
microscopic fracture features can be observed. 
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Figure A.2: The set of fractured samples under bending (T1-T10). This set is used in the 
current analysis for detailed evaluation of the 3D fractured surface evaluation. 
 
 
 
Figure A.3: Microstructure details of fracture surface for a typical knife, showing the 
variability of grain size from the spine to the blade zone. (a)  and (c) SEM images of polished 
cross-section showing the grain size details. (b) and (d) SEM images if the fractured surface 
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Figure A.4: (a) Utilized controlled bending fixture. (b) SEM images of fractured surfaces 
under pure bending 
 
A.2.2 Surface Characterization 
 
The microscopic features of pairs of fracture surfaces have be analyzed by a standard 
non-contact 3D optical interferometer (Zygo-NewView 6300), which provides a height 
resolution of 20 nm and spatial inter-point resolution of 0.45 μm (Fig. A.5). High resolution 
imager of 992x992 pixels, utilizing a single field of view at 20X magnification (550x550 μm 
field of view) is used to discriminate between different pairs of images. Surface height 3D 
topographic maps will be acquired from the pairs of fracture surfaces. From the 3D contour 
heights (Fig. A.5(a, b)) a spatial height distribution in any desired direction is generated (Fig. 
A.5(c)). For illustration, the spectral analysis of such 2D data set (Fig. A.5(d)) has the 
potential to provide a discriminating distribution of features on the surface. For example, 
river marks represent the low frequency portion; Grain size, is represented in the middle part 
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of Fig. A.5(d); and the Micro-fracture dimpling represents the high frequency portion of 
spectral map. Care has to be exercised to reduce the initial macro-alignments of the pair of 
specimens relative to the imaging axes. While rigid body rotation arising from gross 
misalignment can be addressed with macro-digital image correlations. However, such 
algorithms have not been developed for this technique yet and could be a scope of future 
work. 
 
 
 
Figure A.5: A set of measurement and analysis for knife fractal surface showing the unique 
signature. (a) 2D height map (b) 3D rendering (c) Line cut profile (d) 1D FFT. 
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A.3 Method 
 
The current work is to provide a support for rendering an interpretation of whether or 
not the two fracture fragments originate from the same source (i.e. same body and same 
loading events). Such an analysis method could then be developed from the Matlab script 
into user friendly interface window for potential ease of utilization by forensic examiners. 
The computational algorithms have been implemented and tested on Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 
E3-1270 v3 processor with 3.50 GHZ speed, 16 GB RAM, and updating the algorithms to 
Matlab R2013a environment. The analysis will start by identifying the degree of similarity 
between the two spectra of the fracture pairs, and developing a representative measure for the 
degree of matching. For comparison, one can examine each feature independently, or an 
overall FOM could be constructed based on the matching of all feature classes. The 
mathematical basis of the technique will be introduced step by step.  
Some advantages of the enhanced matching method used in this paper include the 
following: 
(i) High calculation efficiency: FFT only need O(NlogN) operations compare to Discrete 
Fourier transform (DFT) O( ).  
(ii) High robustness: the algorithm is insusceptible to noise and small part of information 
loss. 
(iii) Power spectral principal direction: 2D-FFT with principle power density direction 
search ensures high matching accuracy.  
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(iv) Multi-scale signatures: FFT results, the corresponding frequency spectra of the 2D 
line showing different topographic signatures with the potential to provide a 
discriminating distribution of fracture event features. 
(v) Enhanced partially matching: the image has been enhanced by cleaning the outliers of 
the image data and applying Hann window filter. Only three 0.55 mm x 0.55 mm 
window selected in each fracture surface are used as partial information matching. 
 
A.3.1 Image enhancement  
 
Once the fractured surface is aligned under the 3D optical interferometer, a couple of 
scans were acquired to identify the surface peaks and valleys and if there were any shadow 
effects and missing large chunk of data. The fracture surface might be tilted to correct for any 
shadow effect. The fracture surface topological height would be acquired and the collected 
raw data file will be saved. The topology image raw data would be adjusted in Zygo as 
following:  
(i) Removal of global surface tilt, by subtracting a plane from the surface 
(ii) Filling any missing pixel data within the 992x992 array by specifying maximum 
5000-pixel data points around a data hole.    
(iii) Removing any spike noise within the 992x992 array based on 2.5 standard deviation 
of the surrounding data. 
The digitally enhanced image is then saved as a bitmap file for archival storage, and 
as a text file with a three-column array (x, y, height) for further analysis. The acquired image 
for the fractured surface by the 3D optical interferometer still possesses few additional noise, 
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which reduce the quality of the spectral representation and increases the noise floor. There 
three major issues that are corrected for: (a) missing data, (b) high value data and (c) the 
finite size of the image. 
Missing data arise from shadow effect at surface topological troughs, wherein not 
enough light comes back to the detector. Missing data represent a major source of noise to 
the analysis. Missing data are considered a step function in the next step of the spectral 
analysis and add many high frequency components and their degeneracy. The missed data 
will be filled as the average of the whole image. The entire image array is continually 
scanned, n-times, until the entire array is filled. At any scan step N, the missing point cannot 
be filled unless half the pixels of the window have values at scan step N-1.  For good quality 
images, the entire 992x992 image array is typically filled within 3-5 times.  
Large amplitude data and spikes arise from over saturation at the surface troughs. To 
remove such noise and their spurious effect on the spectral analysis, any noisy pixel is 
removed if its value exceeds two standard deviations of its nearest 15x15 window. In such 
case, the noisy pixel will be replaced by the average of its immediate 3x3 pixel window. The 
small window used with spikes is meant to avoid any smoothing effect. 
A Hann filter is applied to the image array data to remove the finite window effect of 
the image, or the lowest frequency that can be acquired within the image. The Hann operator 
converts the abrupt change of the image at its boundary into a smooth sinusoidal function 
with periodicity at the boundary. This conversion greatly reduces the DC level that obscures 
the low frequency content of the image (large wave length corresponding to river marks and 
the like on the image). Fig. A.6 shows the rule of the Hann filter in cleaning the DC effect. 
Fig. A.6(a) is the 3D topographic with the corresponding spectral map (Fig. A.6(c)) 
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completely obscured at the low frequency level. Fig. A.6(b) is the same 3D topographic data 
of (a) but after applying the Hann filter, to render the image boundary periodic. Fig. A.6(d) is 
the corresponding spectral map with the low frequency component very distinguishable near 
the origin of the image. The implemented Hann filter, W( , )n m  in 2D has a 10% tapering, 
such that 
 
1 2 2
W( , ) 2
2 1 1
n m
n m Cos Cos
N M
     
      
     
  (35) 
where n=0, N-1 and m=0, M-1. M and N are the dimensions of the image (992x992 
for 3D surface profilometer). 
 
 
 
Figure A.6: The role of the Hann filter in improving the spectral analysis quality. (a) The as-
recoded 3D surface topography of the fracture surface. (b) The same surface as in “a” but 
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after applying the Hann filter to render the image boundary periodic. (c) The corresponding 
spectral analysis of “a” with strong obstruction of the low frequency domain. (d) The spectral 
analysis of “b” after applying the Hann filter with marked improvement of the low frequency 
components. 
 
A.3.2 Algorithm  
 
The topological height distribution of the fracture surface acquired from the 3D 
surface profilometer (Fig. A.5(b)), can be given by a function: 
 x 1, N  and N is number of pixel in x-dnHeight Distribution= (x, y);
y 1,M  and M is number of pixel in y-dn
h



  (36) 
When applying the mathematical operator of FFT, we get a representative map of the 
topological frequency component distribution;   
 
2 ; 1, N 2  
Frequency Distribution = H( , );
2 ; 1, M 2  
x
x y
y
f n n
f f
f m m


 

 
  (37) 
The corresponding spectral power distribution function will be  ,x yP f f . On the 
frequency map of Fig. A.7 (a), the segmented angular sectors for the frequency range 
0 180o o shown on Fig. A.7 (b) will represent the entire data set, since the frequency space 
representation exhibit inversion symmetry. For comparison purpose, we divide to angular 
sectors of 15o  and radial sectors of 4 mm-1. The average power spectral for each sector is 
calculated and plotted as a function of the angle for each frequency level, as shown in Fig. 
A.8 for T01-Bases, T01-Tips and T08-Base-1. This plot shows the angular sector of the 
“principal” or dominant frequency components of T01-Bases and T01-Tips are very similar 
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and the T08-Base-1 are not. A certain direction P is selected based on the reference group 
principle directions (e.g. 105o for T01-Bases) and then compare with each image (e.g. T01-
Tips and T08-Base-1) in P . This P  typically represents major texture on the fracture surface 
topographic images of Fig. A.9 and is unique to the external loading that induced the fracture 
event. This direction is typically dictated by river marks direction, local primary shear band 
direction, or any other major feature on the fracture surface.  
 
 
 
Figure A.7: (a) Spectral representation of the fracture surface topographic details. (b) 
The upper half of the spectral representation is utilized in the analysis due to the inversion 
symmetry of the FFT operator. The radial and angular zones of comparison are indicated. 
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Figure A.8: Angular variation of the sector averaged power spectral density  ;P f r               
at a radial frequency value of  140 500rf mm
  . The hatched frequency domain represents 
the dominant or principal frequency domain for comparison. 
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Figure A.9: Atypical set of the as-collected 3D topographic maps of the fracture 
surfaces as a projected 2D color map. For the examined knife set, a set of three images are 
typically acquired on each fracture surface, at the blade spine, middle and close to the 
serrated edge. It shows the mirror symmetry between the base-tip pair due to the pair 
alignment under the profilometer optical axis. Such mirror symmetry is corrected at the start 
of the analysis. 
 
For the purpose of fracture match, the dominant frequency is identified on the spectral 
frequency for the image of the reference sample.  Once this angular direction is identified, 
the power spectral is averaged along this direction at frequency points 5 mm-1 apart, within 
circles circular windows with 5 mm-1 frequency radius. Atypical graphical representation is 
shown on Fig. A.10. The implemented averaging procedure maps the core frequency range of 
the 2D spectra into a 1D spectral comparison. 
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Figure A.10: Pictorial showing the frequency averaging domain along the identified 
principal frequency direction. 
 
A reference level of the match is established first on the reference surface, then 
compared to the unknown surface through the following procedure. 
(i) Record three images on the reference fracture surface; R1, R2 and R3. 
(ii) Calculate the 2D power spectral density and establish the principal angle for each 
image,      
1 2 3
; , ; , ;R r P R r P R r PP f P f P f   , as shown in Figs. A.8 and A.9. 
(iii) Establish the Reference matches by performing pair wise match; 
1R
P , 
2R
P , 
3R
P  to 
establish an average level of the variance within the reference image.  
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  (38) 
(iv) Establish a single metric MR that represents each of the pairwise reference 
comparison. The components are given by; 
 
 
  
1
2
1
1
1
,           For     1, 2, 3
i i
i i i
n
R R p
x
n
R R p R
M P f
n
S P f M i
n




 
   
 

   (39) 
Acquire an image “C” on the unidentified surface. 
(v) Calculate the 2D power spectral density for image “C” and establish the radial 
spectral frequency variation,  ;C r pP f   
(vi) Perform three pairwise comparison with the three images from the reference, R1, R2 
and R3, according to;   
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(vii) Establish a single metric MRC that represent each of the pairwise reference unknown 
comparison 
1 2 3
( , , )R C R C R CM M M ;  
 
 
  
1
2
1
1
                                                         For     1, 2, 3
1
          
i i
i i i
n
R C R C p
x
n
R C R C p R C
M P f
n
i
S P f M
n





 
  
 


  (41) 
(viii) For Comparison purposes, establish 3 FOM, FOM1, FOM2, FOM3,  
 
1          Match
FOM 1, 2, 3;
1   Non-match
i i
i
R C R
i
R
M M
i
S
 
   

  (42) 
(ix) To declare a match the three component of the FOM must satisfy the condition of Eq. 
(8).  
 
 
A.4 Results and Conclusions 
 
Summary of typical results (References: T01-Base-1 with T01-Base-2 (R1)) for the 
2D spectral analysis are shown in Fig. A.11 for a frequency range of 40-400mm-1. The 
normalized power for the case of match (T01-Tip-1) shows very good spectral identification 
compared to the case of the pairs of un-match (T08-Base-1). Such wide separation would 
eliminate the false positive incidence with statistically significant precision. The FOM results 
of the whole set of 10 knives for the references of T01-Bases are shown in Fig. A.12, some 
FOM 1i   are predicted for un-match samples, however, the match sample (T01-Tip) is 
correctly predicted.  
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Figure A.11: 
1R
P   (T01-Base-1 with T01-Base-2), 
1 1R R c
P P (Compared with T01-Tip-
1), 
1 1R R c
P P (Compared with T08-Base-1), Atypical results of the 2D spectral analysis 
showing the Normalized-power between match and an un-match cases. 
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Figure A.12: Summary of the FOM results for a 2D comparative (40-500mm-1) match 
between ten pieces from the examined set of a typical knife material. For the true positive 
match FOM<1. For the true negative non-match, FOM>1 with a range of 1.5-12. 
 
Each base sample is utilized as reference (e.g. T01-Base1, T01-Base2, T01-Base3), 3-
component can be established by Eq. (4), and then the rest of samples are compared with 
these 3 references, there will be 9 comparisons for each sample. Here we assume if FOM 1i   
is true for all these 9 comparisons, this sample is identified as a positive. 
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All the comparisons are tabulated in Table A.1 (for Bases) and Table A.2 (for Tips) 
with Bases samples as references. In table 1 for the totally 90 full comparisons with tip 
samples, if all three images have 3 FOM 1i   (shown in table as 3) it will be predicted as 
positive. There are 3 false-negative where FOM 1i   (T03-Tips, T04-Tips and T08-Tips), in 
additionally, there are 11 false-positive. In table 2, it can be seen that for the totally 90 full 
comparisons within base samples, there are 10 false-positive which for all of the 18-
component, the accuracy rate is about 89%. 
FOM itself could be a single discriminating measure representing the entire image, or 
a multivariate measure representing both class and individuality of a match. For the purpose 
of matching and classification, each level of feature characteristics (e.g. class and individual) 
contributes variability to the fracture surfaces, and so also to the quantitative data, 
represented on the frequency spectra. For instance, demonstration of a non-match at the class 
level disallows declaring an individual-level match, regardless of the data patterns observed. 
Thus, a multivalued FOM corresponding to a range of frequencies associated with features 
typical of each process level can be used in designing appropriate baselines for the analysis 
tools that effectively separate or match specimens based on either the most physically 
meaningful patterns in the data, or the most physically scalable patterns in the data with the 
local microstructure.   
This approach provides quantitative surface measurement and comparison criteria for 
physical fracture match and can provide quantifiable measures for added accuracy, reliability 
and degree of association. 3D surface topology measurements and spectral distribution 
analysis are used to compare a pair of fracture surfaces and determine if they are from the 
same fracture event.  The developed technique features ease of utilization and has the 
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potential for adoption to a broader range of fractured or torn surfaces such as metals, 
ceramics, glasses and plastics. In particular, this new method seeks to assist the examiner by 
providing mathematical support for an examiner’s decision, in turning the inconclusive result 
into a conclusive match, or to allow the examiner to exclude the edge or a tip from ever 
having been part of the suspect tool or knife.  
The study responds to a need for advanced methods that aid in analysis and 
comparison of fracture and torn surfaces. This has been expressed by trace evidence analysts 
in federal, metro-area and small forensic laboratories. The proposed machine-based 
computational methodology will provide a quantitative assessment of fracture surfaces for 
forensic comparison, combined with a statistical expression of the comparison. Such a 
protocol is expected to enhance the ability of forensic scientists to capture, visualize and 
analyze fracture patterns, and to express the likelihood of a match between patterns in 
statistical terms that support the qualitative and quantitative judgment of the examiner. In 
addition, it could promulgate a standard operational procedure for fracture surface 
description, analysis and comparison that can be used in forensic labs. 
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Table A.1: 2D comparative decision (Comparison among 10 Bases as references 
and Tips as comparisons) 
 
 
1b 2b 3b 4b 5b 6b 7b 8b 9b 10b 
1t1 3 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 3 0 
1t2 3 0 2 2 3 3 0 0 3 0 
1t3 3 0 1 2 3 3 0 0 3 0 
2t1 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2t2 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2t3 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3t1 2 0 3 2 3 3 0 0 3 1 
3t2 2 0 2 2 3 3 0 0 3 0 
3t3 0 3 3 2 3 3 0 0 2 3 
4t1 0 3 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 
4t2 0 3 2 3 0 0 3 0 1 3 
4t3 0 3 3 1 1 0 3 0 2 3 
5t1 0 0 3 2 3 3 0 0 3 3 
5t2 0 1 3 2 3 3 0 0 2 3 
5t3 3 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 3 0 
6t1 1 1 3 2 3 3 1 0 2 3 
6t2 3 0 2 2 3 3 0 0 3 1 
6t3 2 0 3 2 3 3 0 0 2 3 
7t1 0 2 3 2 2 3 3 0 2 3 
7t2 0 3 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 
7t3 0 3 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 
8t1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 
8t2 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 3 0 
8t3 0 1 3 2 3 3 0 0 2 3 
9t1 0 1 3 2 3 3 0 0 3 3 
9t2 2 0 3 2 3 3 0 0 3 3 
9t3 2 0 2 2 2 3 3 0 3 3 
10t1 0 1 3 0 3 3 3 0 2 3 
10t2 2 0 3 2 3 3 1 0 2 3 
10t3 0 1 3 2 3 3 3 0 2 3 
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Table A.2: 2D comparative decision (Comparison among 10 Bases as references 
and other Bases as comparisons) 
 
 
1b 2b 3b 4b 5b 6b 7b 8b 9b 10b 
1b1 
 
0 0 0 3 0 0 1 2 0 
1b2 
 
0 0 0 3 0 0 2 3 0 
1b3 
 
0 2 2 3 2 0 0 3 0 
2b1 0 
 
3 3 0 0 2 0 2 0 
2b2 0 
 
0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 
2b3 0 
 
3 3 0 0 2 0 1 3 
3b1 0 3 
 
0 2 2 3 0 2 3 
3b2 1 1 
 
2 3 3 0 0 2 3 
3b3 0 3 
 
1 2 3 3 0 2 3 
4b1 0 3 3 
 
0 0 3 0 2 3 
4b2 0 3 3 
 
0 0 3 0 1 3 
4b3 0 1 3 
 
3 3 2 0 2 3 
5b1 3 0 2 2 
 
3 0 0 3 0 
5b2 2 0 3 2 
 
3 0 0 3 3 
5b3 1 0 3 2 
 
3 0 0 3 3 
6b1 2 1 3 2 3 
 
0 0 2 3 
6b2 2 0 3 2 3 
 
0 0 3 3 
6b3 2 0 3 2 3 
 
0 0 3 2 
7b1 0 3 3 1 0 0 
 
0 2 3 
7b2 0 3 3 1 0 0 
 
0 2 3 
7b3 0 2 1 3 0 0 
 
0 0 0 
8b1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
 
3 0 
8b2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
0 0 
8b3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 
0 0 
9b1 1 0 2 2 3 3 0 0 
 
0 
9b2 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 
 
0 
9b3 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 
 
0 
10b1 0 3 3 0 1 2 3 0 2 
 
10b2 0 3 3 1 0 0 3 0 2 
 
10b3 0 2 3 0 3 3 2 0 2 
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